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1. Executive Summary
In this report, NEO Fiber provides a number of options and strategies for improving broadband
services throughout Routt County. Competitive broadband is essential to sustaining and
developing Routt County’s economic and cultural vitality. This was reflected in the recent
Federal Communications Commission’s (FCC) determination that broadband internet access is a
utility, as necessary to contemporary life as electricity, roads, and water systems. Having access
to affordable, redundant and abundant broadband service is the primary goal of this study.
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In NEO Fiber’s broadband surveys from the citizens of Routt County and from discussion with
the service providers that are currently providing services, redundancy in and out of Routt
County is of most importance. In July 2015, the primary fiber network route into Routt County
with CenturyLink was severed, creating a service outage for Steamboat Springs, Oak Creek,
Yampa, Fraser and Granby. Internet, phone service, and cell service were interrupted for over
eight hours as the fiber cut was being repaired. The outage also affected the Routt County
Communications Center, bringing down emergency 911 services for approximately three hours.
Callers who tried to make a 911 call received a busy signal.
In addition to needing alternative routes in and out of Routt County for redundancy, having
access to faster, more affordable broadband services is also needed. All of these variables are
interrelated. Having more options to serve the Routt County market in terms of network facilities
in and out of Routt County would not only impact the lack of redundancy options available, but
also, having other alternatives to serve Routt County would greatly lower the costs for the current
service providers providing services within Routt County. It was clear that Routt County’s
current levels of broadband service are considerably more expensive and slower than what is
currently available in other areas within Colorado, nationally, and globally.
In the course of its evaluation of broadband delivery options, NEO Fiber met with all of the local
service providers. Most of the existing service providers rely primarily on CenturyLink to serve
the Routt County market. The existing service providers all stated that serving the Routt County
market was more expensive than many other markets as there are few options available for
providing backhaul and transport facilities for Routt County. Access costs for backhaul and
transport are high, and building greater capacity networks in Routt County is difficult due to the
rugged, rural and remote nature of the County. The fastest speeds reported during the survey
process were from customers who had Comcast as their provider. Comcast offers fairly robust
services in the Steamboat Springs area but also stated that having alternatives for backhaul costs
would substantially influence their costs of serving the Routt County market.
Within the past few years there has been progress toward providing alternative routes in and out
of Routt County. Mammoth Networks and EAGLE-Net currently have fiber from Steamboat
Springs to Craig and to Hayden. Strata Networks has fiber from Craig through Meeker to Salt
Lake City and through its affiliation with Colorado Fiber Network, there is fiber from Meeker to
Grand Junction south to Albuquerque. Western Area Power Association (WAPA) also has fiber
that could potentially serve an alternative route into Routt County from the south. There is much
work to do to establish these potential partnerships and this plan will discuss in detail the steps
needed to put these partnerships in place. Routt County could share this information with the
5
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existing service providers to ensure that they are aware of alternate routes in and out of Routt
County in addition to CenturyLink’s fiber.
Based on NEO Fiber’s analysis, Routt County has an opportunity to expand the network initiated
by Northwest Colorado Broadband (“NCB”) to have the following results:


Build fiber throughout Steamboat Springs and to the neighboring communities of
Hayden, Oak Creek, Yampa and Phippsburg by leveraging grant funding that is
available to healthcare, schools and government agencies. Expanding fiber to these
communities will allow greater availability of bandwidth throughout the County.
Wireless access points can be installed at anchor institutions to enable more
redundancy and availability of service and redundancy in and out of the County.



Expand Gigabit access from the current 17 anchor institution facilities to 132 anchor
institution facilities.



Create a sustainable financial model by changing the way services are currently being
delivered.



Creating other alternatives to serve the communities reduces the barriers for existing
service providers to offer higher broadband speeds at lower prices.



Partner with the private sector to share in and reduce the capital costs of creating
redundancy and expanding services to areas within the County that have very limited
broadband access



Partner with the private sector to further expand last mile solutions – both wireless
and fiber optic facilities to homes and businesses.



Leverage grant and funding programs to facilitate this expansion of network facilities.

NEO Fiber identified existing assets within the County that could potentially be leveraged to
reduce the capital costs of building new fiber or offering wireless service within the County. NEO
also reached out to the private sector to identify common needs and potential areas for
partnership. Additionally, the NEO team examined financial models to improve the financial
sustainability of the existing NCB’s operating plan and has identified strategies for making
abundant broadband more affordable within Routt County.

2. Introduction and Overview
In September this year, Routt County (the “County,”) in partnership with Northwest Colorado
Broadband (“NCB”) engaged NEO Fiber (“NEO”) to prepare a business plan and strategy for
broadband expansion and technical assistance for the County. The goal of the plan is to identify
6
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broadband service deficiencies and outline projects and public-private partnerships to address
those deficiencies and to provide strategies, plans and recommendations to inform the
development of potential funding requests to the Colorado Department of Local Affairs, Federal
Communications Commission, U.S. Department of Agriculture, State Broadband Deployment
Board and other funding sources.
NEO is a broadband consulting firm that is working with municipalities, counties and regions to
improve advanced broadband infrastructure. NEO’s mission is to assist customers in all aspects
of building and owning Last Mile Fiber to the Home (“FTTH”), Fiber to the Business (“FTTB”)
and Middle Mile fiber optic networks. A Fiber to the Home or Business network is one in which
fiber optic cable is brought all the way to the home or business location.

Background: About Northwest Colorado Broadband
In 2012, representatives of the City of Steamboat Springs, Routt County, the Steamboat Springs
Chamber Resort Association, Steamboat Springs School District (SSSD), Colorado Mountain
College, Yampa Valley Electric and Yampa Valley Medical Center (YVMC) convened to address
their growing frustration with internet service outages, lack of affordable capacity and
competition, and costs 5-10 times greater than in the Front Range.

In 2013, they formed

Northwest Colorado Broadband, Inc. (NCB) as a Colorado non-profit corporation.

NCB’s

primary mission is to increase broadband capacity, provide service redundancy, and reduce the
cost of service to participating public and non-profit entities.
Responding to the needs of its founders, NCB began service in June 2014. NCB aggregated
broadband demand of the City, County, and SSSD, and selected Mammoth Networks through an
RFP process to provide “middle mile” services to meet the aggregated demand at a single carrier
neutral location (CNL) located at School District headquarters at 325 7th Street. Mammoth brings
in service from the CenturyLink central office to the CNL, where it is distributed to end-users by
customer-owned “last mile” fiber connections. By aggregating demand, NCB was able to secure
more capacity at a lower unit cost. For example, the City increased its service from 10 mbps to
150 mbps with no change in cost. The NCB program also secured a redundant pathway to protect
against outages, although currently both pathways terminate at the same location in Denver.
Yampa Valley Electric Association (YVEA) purchased service later in 2014, and pending
finalization of grant funding, Yampa Valley Medical Center expects to build a fiber connection to
the CNL.
NCB subleases secure equipment rack space and fiber to EAGLE-Net and rack space to
FonesWest, and has capacity to facilitate increased competition and service by hosting additional
middle-mile and last mile providers.
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The purpose of this plan is to build upon the Northwest Colorado Council of Governments
(NWCCOG) Strategic Plan and the work that has already been started by NCB and its members.
The scope of this plan includes identifying and mapping existing assets, identifying gaps in
service and infrastructure and identifying potential builds to fill in the gaps. Additionally, the
scope of work included identifying potential partners and strategies, creating a preliminary
design and estimated capital costs of the design and preparing a financial and operational plan
for a sustainable approach.

Abundant Broadband is a Necessity for Economic Vitality.

The economic health

and survival of this region depends in large part on the availability and affordability of advanced
telecommunication services. Advanced broadband service is no longer a luxury. The Internet
and its use have infiltrated every area of our lives. The Internet and its associated technologies
are used for social media and staying connected, for entertainment and streaming videos. More
importantly it is used to transfer files and download/upload information that is critical to
businesses, medical establishments, public safety, online banking, training and distance
education, smart metering, point of sale applications, and every part and parcel of our lives.
Communities that lack adequate broadband services are finding a disparity between the “haves”
and “have-nots,” and without sufficient broadband capabilities, find their people and local
businesses leaving the community. Additionally, tourists and visitors to the community may
decide to visit other places where their lives and businesses can continue to be conducted rather
than a community that does not have adequate broadband services.
According to a recent Aspen Institute Communications and Society Program publication, “The
Future of Work,” which is also referred in the white paper, “The Benefits of Advanced Broadband
Networks: Why this Matters,” provided in Attachment A of this deliverable, work is no longer
confined to a specific time and place. Open systems, open platforms, shared folders and
databases, “crowdsourcing,” and collaboration between employees, contractors, vendors and
suppliers happens “in the cloud” facilitating the ability to work anywhere there is a high-speed
Internet connection, at any time. Routt County provides a rich playground for professionals who
can choose to live anywhere. Having advanced broadband available to these professionals may
allow for further economic development opportunities for the area.

The County and its Cities and Towns have Overwhelmingly Supported this
Need for Abundant Broadband. During the last election in November 2015, Routt
County, the Town of Yampa, the Town of Oak Creek, the City of Steamboat Springs, Steamboat
Springs RE-2 School District, the Town of Hayden, and Colorado Mountain College all conducted
a public vote to opt out of an existing law (Senate Bill 152). SB-152 restricts local government in
building out telecommunication networks to end users and limits the ability of local government
8
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to partner with the private sector in offering telecommunication services to end users. In all of
these jurisdictions within Routt County – and in many other communities throughout the state the voters elected to reclaim local authority to allow the municipality or county to build
telecommunications infrastructure. The overwhelming and unprecedented results of this election
are a clear indication that the citizens of the county are interested in making a change and speak
to the need for better broadband services.
NEO Fiber put together two surveys to receive input from the community in regards to
broadband needs for Routt County. The first survey was designed and distributed to residential
users and the second was distributed to businesses and anchor institutions within Routt County.
145 survey responses were received for the survey targeting the residential users. 22 responses
were received for the business and anchor institution survey. Survey results were consistent with
the election outcome. When asked if respondents would be interested in an advanced broadband
network, 93% of the respondents said, “yes.”
The survey provided instructions to respondents to take an actual Internet speed test. The lowest
speeds recorded were .33 Mbps download and .17 Mbps upload. The highest speeds recorded
were 126 Mbps download and 12 Mbps upload.
The average speeds recorded were 23.5 Mbps download and 5.47 Mbps upload. In January of
2015, the FCC voted to change the definition of broadband by raising the minimum download
speeds from 4 Mbps to 25 Mbps. 73% of the speed tests recorded through the surveys were below
the FCC’s new definition of minimum broadband download speeds of 25 Mbps. All of the
respondents that recorded speeds greater than 25 Mbps in download speeds subscribed to
Comcast.
Considering that 73% of the speed test results do not hit the FCC’s definition of broadband, and
other towns, cities and communities are investing in networks that provide services that are 500
– 1000 times faster speeds than actual capacity available in Routt County, speaks to the lack of
adequate broadband services actually available. These real-world speed test results confirm the
need for more abundant broadband. Survey results are included in Attachment B of this
Deliverable.

Local Service Providers, Current Environment
NEO conducted individual interviews with the local service providers currently providing
Internet services in the community. Although the providers have invested in limited fiber optic
infrastructure to key businesses and anchor tenants within the Town, the existing providers’
networks are primarily based upon cable modem, Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) and wireless
technologies. Each of these network technologies are shared; meaning, as more users are on the
9
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network, the capacity and availability of bandwidth is diminished. DSL service is provided by
copper telecommunication lines and can carry high bandwidth signals only for a short distance –
a few hundred yards; after which the signal is degraded and bandwidth diminishes. While cable
modems generally provide transmission speeds of anywhere between five and 50 megabits per
second on the download (and are generally much slower when uploading), this technology is
shared and therefore, all users on the network share this bandwidth. For example, if there are
100 users sharing 50 Mbps, each user receives 0.5 Mbps of service.
Fiber optic technology provides two-way speeds of up to 1 Gigabit per second, with 10 Gigabit
systems now coming to market. This is 1,000 times to 10,000 times faster than DSL, wireless and
cable modem networks. Additionally, the carrying capacity of fiber is unlimited. As fiber optic
technology transmit pulses of light, more bandwidth can be delivered on a fiber optic network
by adding various colors of light or additional spectrum. Fiber is unique because it can carry
high bandwidth signals over long distances without signal or bandwidth degradation and it can
provide that capacity in both directions – for both upload and downloading information.
Although some of the carriers within Routt County have built fiber to some of the businesses, and
to the hotels and hospitality market primarily within Steamboat Springs, none of the existing
service providers currently have plans to build Fiber to the Home/Business (“FTTH,” or “FTTB.”)
in Routt County. All of the service providers that NEO met with either in person or on the phone
suggested an interest in partnering with the County to improve broadband services. Discussions
of joint builds, joint trenching, and potential partnerships to share in the capital costs were options
for further conversation.

What are the Obstacles for Improving Broadband in Routt County and
what are the Strategies to overcome these Obstacles?
As discussed in the Executive Summary, the primary issues within Routt County are redundancy,
affordability and having access to abundant broadband services.
One of the primary barriers to better broadband exists when the incumbent providers have little
incentive to upgrade their networks. As Routt County has primarily a duopoly (Comcast and
CenturyLink), the incumbent cable and telecommunications carriers have had little competitive
pressure to build more fiber, or FTTH/FTTB. They have been able to harvest the revenue from
their existing networks with little incentive to upgrade.
The entrance of a competitor – be it Google, a municipality, an electric cooperative, NCB or an
alternative provider, can disrupt this status quo. Communities that have a number of choices for
Internet service, especially if these choices provide a significant transformation of service
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delivery, (i.e. leapfrogging the incumbent provider’s 5 Mbps, or 8 Mbps to 100 Mbps of 1 Gbps),
provide an opportunity to change the way broadband services are delivered. With competition,
the incumbent providers will be required to upgrade their infrastructure or provide comparable
services in order to maintain their market share.
In Routt County, there have been a number of smaller Internet Service Providers that have built
out a wireless solution. Wireless technology is limited by line of sight and is a shared technology,
meaning as more users are on the network, each user’s available bandwidth is diminished.
Wireless technology does not disrupt the status quo as it cannot out-perform the existing service
offerings available. Often these smaller regional or local wireless providers do not have access to
funding or financing needed to upgrade their networks to fiber.
Capital costs are high to build fiber optic networks. Building a Gigabit-enabled network is capital
intensive. Current technologies that support this type of bandwidth availability require fiber to
be built to every home or business or if an advanced wireless network is used, fiber must be built
to most of the wireless access points. In either case, the physical placement of fiber optic cable is
often too capital-rich for a small competitive provider.
In rural areas, the capital costs required to build out fiber are higher as rural areas are remote,
with the population geographically dispersed. Access to Internet “supply” – locations where
there is an Internet hub – are often located in larger cities or population centers. Options for
accessing Internet hubs, which is the case for Routt County, are located in Grand Junction, Salt
Lake City and in Denver. Options for accessing Internet “supply,” which is typically described
as Internet backhaul or transport costs, are to build fiber to these Internet hub locations, to build
a point-to-point digital microwave link, or to lease existing facilities. Costs for leasing existing
facilities or backhaul costs are often based upon mileage. In any of these options, either the capital
costs are high and/or the monthly access charges are high.
These high monthly backhaul charges or capital costs to connect to Internet hubs are difficult to
finance as rural areas do not have the population to support an adequate return on investment
for any providers to upgrade their networks. This leaves rural areas especially with few or no
options available for improving broadband services. The federal Stimulus Program provided
$7.2 Billion to mostly improve backhaul or transport costs by providing funding for middle-mile
networks, but there still is an overwhelming number of communities that do not have options for
inexpensive costs to access Internet “supply.” Having a plan in place to potentially access
additional funding is a good next step in trying to address this issue within Routt County.
Programs, policies and broadband-friendly ordinances can be put in place to try to mitigate the
high-costs of building fiber networks. Most of the costs (60-80% of the capital costs) for building
11
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fiber are in the actual opening of a trench or the labor to place conduit in an existing right of way
or road. Broadband-friendly ordinances such as a “dig once” policy can help mitigate this cost
by allowing multiple providers to place conduit within an open trench when other utility work
is being done. Other policies such as streamlined permitting, and joint-build and joint-trench
agreements can also promote more broadband deployment.
Collaboration and use of existing assets can be leveraged to reduce capital costs. Often the
existing telecommunications and cable companies will not lease or provide excess fiber to other
entities to use. Coordination and collaboration is already in place with NCB in bringing together
the school district, the power company, the medical community and the local governments within
Routt County. The network could be expanded to additional anchor institutions by changing the
existing revenue model. NEO has provided sensitivity analysis for improving the revenue model,
allowing for further expansion of the network. Continuing to collaborate and coordinate with
other entities will reduce the costs of building networks for broadband service and can aggregate
demand for Internet service as these entities are often the largest broadband users within a
community.
Additionally, there is funding that has been set aside to build to remote and rural areas within
the State. CenturyLink was awarded $1,068,920 per year for six years for a total grant amount of
$6,413,520 for Routt County through the Connect America Fund (CAF). This grant money is
intended to reach 1,852 locations within Routt County that are currently unserved.
In addition to the CAF program, CenturyLink was to receive $47.5 Million through the transfer
of funds from Colorado’s High Cost Support Mechanism (HCSM) into a Broadband Development
Fund (BDF) for 2014 and for 2015.

The HCSM is capped at $54 million, and goes to

telecommunications carriers that provide voice service (landlines) in high-cost areas around the
state.
The BDF intends to provide financial assistance to telecommunications carriers that provide
broadband access in unserved areas of the state. The PUC, in order to fund the BDF, decided to
take $3.3 million from CenturyLink’s 2014 HCSM allocation. Of that, $200,000 would go for startup expenses for the Broadband Development Board, which will administer the remaining $3.1
million in grants to the carriers that would provide broadband service in unserved areas.
CenturyLink filed a lawsuit against the PUC, challenging the way the agency decided to allocate
funds. This is still tied up in a lawsuit, but local service providers are encouraged to apply for the
$3.1 million in grants that will be available once the lawsuit is resolved.
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NEO’s Recommendations
NEO recommends the following strategies for Routt County:
1. Implement broadband-friendly policies and ordinances to help reduce the cost of
broadband expansion.
2. Expand the existing anchor network from 17 to 132 anchor institutions leveraging grant
funding and change the revenue model for these locations. Building fiber to the anchor
institutions allows for the ability to offer 1 Gbps service to the anchor institutions.
However, and more importantly, building fiber to the anchor institutions allows Routt
County to leverage several grants to fund the builds. For example, the Rural Healthcare
Fund grant and the E-rate Program for schools will provide funding to pay for 65% of the
capital costs for the middle mile portion of the build – the most expensive part in building
to the other communities within the County.
Additionally, building fiber to the anchor institutions by leveraging grant funding gives
needed fiber connectivity to the smaller communities within the County. For example, by
building to the anchor institutions, Hayden, Craig, Oak Creek, Phippsburg and Yampa
communities become connected with fiber. Once fiber is built to these communities,
wireless access points may be installed at the anchor institutions in each of these
communities. Wireless bandwidth is enhanced when it is fed with fiber. Wireless
broadband could then be used to further expand and enhance broadband services to
homes and businesses in these communities.

3. Expand fiber optic facilities to all of the communities by building to the anchor institutions
noted above, and possibly build fiber to the tower locations within the County, creating
redundancy in and out of Routt County and improving services within each community.
Building fiber to each of the communities reduces the barriers for existing service
providers to offer higher broadband speeds at lower prices. We suggest partnering and
collaborating with the private sector to share in and reduce the capital costs of creating
redundancy and expanding services. Partnership activities can take the form of working
with WAPA to get access to their existing fiber, leasing dark fiber from Mammoth
Networks, EAGLE-net and/or Strata Networks and/or sharing in the capital costs to build
through a joint build agreement. Another alternative may be to extend a formal or
informal invitation to partner or bid on these collaborative efforts.
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4. NEO recommends partnering with the private sector to further expand last mile solutions
by issuing either a formal or informal invitation to negotiate or proposal process to incent
last mile providers to build Fiber to the Home/Business or expand wireless service. The
proposed build of fiber between the communities and the expanded anchor institutions
collaboration could be used as an incentive to partner with the private sector to expand
their networks for last mile services. Last mile services may be either wireless or fiber,
but again, having fiber to these communities and having a robust middle-mile network in
place, reduces the costs for service providers to serve the entire County. The strategic
investments of building middle-mile facilities may provide an incentive for service
providers to build out more abundant last mile broadband services.

Capital Costs Required for Implementation and Potential Phases.

The

projected capital costs for expanding to serve all 132 anchors and building out the middle mile
fiber between the communities is estimated to be $12.576 Million. This includes the materials and
labor to build the fiber and the costs for equipment to light the anchor institutions. If NCB was
able to lease existing fiber from WAPA and/or from EAGLE-Net/Mammoth Networks, these costs
would be reduced to approximately $7.223 Million. These costs could be potentially shared with
the private sector, reducing the build costs even more. Grant funds could be leveraged to reduce
the cash outlay needed for the build.
NEO’s team also estimated costs to build Fiber to the Home/Business, within Steamboat Springs
and throughout the County. The total capital costs required to build fiber to every home and
business within Steamboat Springs is estimated at approximately $40 Million. It would cost
another $91.4 Million to build fiber to the rest of the homes and businesses within the County.
These costs are prohibitive and representatives from NCB have stated that this is too much of a
project to take on. NEO agrees. However, if the network is built to the anchor institutions and
the middle mile network is built between the communities, the private sector might expand the
network to homes and businesses if they could utilize the anchor and middle mile networks.
There is a healthy return on investment and steady cash flow for FTTH/FTTB within Steamboat
Springs. The private sector may invest in this type of technology with the incentive of a
partnership with the County. The rest of the County could benefit from upgraded wireless
capabilities with expansion of fiber to tower locations.
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3. Progress to Date, Efforts through Collaboration with
the NWCCOG and the NCB Network, NEO’s
Recommendations to Expand this Plan
In December 2013, the Northwest Colorado Council of Governments (NWCCOG) conducted a
regional broadband strategic plan to provide recommendations to improve broadband services
for all of the Northwest Colorado Council of Governments members (Eagle, Grand, Jackson,
Pitkin and Summit Counties; most municipalities in those counties; Steamboat Springs;
Glenwood Springs; and Carbondale). Additionally, the NWCCOG chose to invite Moffat, Rio
Blanco and Routt Counties and they chose to participate.

Policy Efforts
The NWCCOG plan included general recommendations for improving policy efforts. These
recommendations included assisting member jurisdictions to implement broadband friendly
policies, supporting state legislation designed to extend high cost fund support to broadband
development, efforts to ease state restrictions on municipal broadband (SB-152) and actions to
develop and support primary and secondary revenue generating mechanisms to fund
implementation and sustaining of broadband improvements. The NWCCOG plan also
recommended investigating the relative benefits of regional franchising vs. individual
community franchising.
NEO expanded on the NWCCOG’s general recommendations to support broadband friendly
policies by providing specific recommendations for improving policies and ordinances that
would encourage further broadband infrastructure deployment. These policies also encourage
the following:
1. Reduce the cost of construction for broadband networks. 60-80% of a fiber optic network’s
capital costs are in opening a trench or in burying conduit that will house fiber optic cable.
Policies that encourage placement of fiber in coordination with other City capital projects
(sidewalks, trails, lighting, and road widening projects) and coordination with other utility
projects by others - may all be opportunities to install conduit.
NEO recommends implementation of a Dig Once Policy that has the following components:
 All public works or installation of other telecom, cable or utility infrastructure allows for
conduit to be placed on behalf of the City and any other entities that want to participate.
If there is an open trench, the policy provides for coordination of street cuts and
15
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excavations with utilities, public works, developers and other interested parties to
maximize the opportunity for broadband conduit installation, and to minimize cost,
disruption and damage.
 Allows for a notice period informing other entities that an open trench will be available
for placement of their conduit and/or fiber optic facilities
 Allows for shadow conduit to be placed for the Town, City or County. Installation of
empty and/or space conduit by a public agency when excavations occur in the public right
of way, with agency (Town, City or County) costs limited to incremental costs.
Additionally, NEO recommends that the various government agencies establish Joint Trench
Agreements and Joint Build Agreements with other telecommunications, cable or utility
providers. Cost for placement of conduit or fiber will be shared amongst all entities, allowing
each entity to take advantage of trenches that have been opened through each other projects and
allows for sharing of capital costs for any conduit and/or fiber builds. Standardization of these
agreements across all potential owners of underground infrastructure can be established to
ensure all parties are aware of the joint trenching opportunities as they become available.
NEO also recommends a Streamlined Permitting Process – placing responsibility for approval of
broadband infrastructure projects solely in the public works department via encroachment
permit processes. An Abandoned Fiber and Conduit Policy can be put in place if any abandoned
fiber and/or conduit that are not claimed by the owner within a reasonable time period, the
ownership of that conduit and/or fiber would revert to the local government agency.
2. Encourage standards for placement of conduit and/or fiber in new developments.
Integrating broadband “utility” codes into land development policies and city ordinances to
ensure that new real estate developments incorporate a standard placement of conduit and/or
fiber optic facilities. The land development codes could require new land developments, new
real estate developments and/or newly built homes and office buildings to install fiber optic
infrastructure.

New building codes could describe specific compatible communications

components and architectures into each new building, and could describe development and use
of City/County right-of-ways for communications connectivity, and could specify standardized
specific wiring requirements for new buildings.
3. Set up funding mechanisms to allow for adoption of these policies. Conduit is not expensive.
However, if the funding mechanism does not exist to place conduit, often opportunities to take
advantage of open trenches or joint builds do not occur. A funding set-aside or budget process
must be put in place to allow for adoption of these policies. The funding mechanism will allocate
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monies to build broadband infrastructure when opportunities arise and the fund would maintain
a reserve or set-aside for unanticipated projects.
4. Keep a GIS database of all infrastructure, and provide for a process to submit plans. Any
permit for work done within the right-of-way or for new developments would require as-built
drawings to be submitted to routinely document conduit and other broadband asset data into a
geographic information system. The policy could establish a requirement that plans and as-built
drawings and other information be submitted by utilities, developers, contractors and others in
an appropriate GIS format.
NEO provided sample policy and ordinance language that other communities have implemented
for all of the above policy recommendations.

NEO also provided information regarding

compliance with the FCC Order on Mandatory Wireless Facilities Collocation.

Existing NCB Network, Success in Connecting Key Facilities, Aggregating
Demand, and Pursuing Funding Opportunities
The NWCCOG plan also addressed aggregating demand and implementing targeted
infrastructure builds that lower barriers for broadband companies from providing or improving
service using RUS Rural Broadband loans or alternative funding. The plan also suggested
pursuing Community Connect Grants to extend service to currently unserved communities.
NCB has successfully targeted and leveraged grant and funding opportunities that would allow
for further aggregation of demand. NCB targeted a broadband planning grant through the
Department of Local Affairs (DOLA) to fund this engagement with NEO Fiber and has also
received a broadband implementation grant from DOLA to further expand to other anchor
institutions located within Routt County. The DOLA grant will provide for construction of a 288strand fiber optic trunk between east and west Steamboat, connecting to the existing Carrier
Neutral Location with splice-points and lateral connections to more anchor institutions.
Additionally, Yampa Valley Medical Center has also submitted for additional funding through a
Rural Telehealth grant program. Upon successful award and implementation of these grants,
NCB’s network will have the following locations connected with fiber:
 YVEA Substation (north of Steamboat Springs)
 Routt County Road and Bridge Shop
 YVEA Office Building
 Routt County Public Safety Complex
 Steamboat Springs School District Bus Barn
 City of Steamboat Springs Public Works Shop
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 Colorado Mountain College
 Soda Creek Elementary School
 City Hall and Centennial Hall
 Historic County Courthouse
 Strawberry Park Elementary School
 Steamboat Springs Middle School
 Steamboat Springs High School
 YVEA Substation Middle of Steamboat Springs
 Yampa Valley Medical Center
 City of Steamboat Springs Mountain Fire Station
 YVEA Substation South of Steamboat Springs
Additionally, the following locations are approved as eligible locations for funding from the
Rural Telehealth Grant. Connecting these locations and leveraging the grant program will
connect the following locations with fiber:
 Oak creek rehab facilities
 Hayden rehab facilities
 VNA sites in Steamboat, Hayden and Craig
 YVMC clinic sites in Craig
 YVMC clinic sites in Baggs, WY
Craig and Baggs, WY are obviously outside of Routt County, and are mentioned herein to
potentially leverage as further options for redundancy in and out of the County.
NEO’s plan will leverage this existing infrastructure and provides for options to further expand
the existing network to other anchor institutions. This plan will also facilitate joint-build projects
for connecting the various towns and cities providing fiber throughout the County where there
are limited options for broadband services and provides for redundant routes in and out of Routt
County.

4. Other Existing Assets within the County
Key Strategic Assets
NEO also identified and mapped where there are other assets located within the County. NEO
was able to identify key assets that may be leveraged further to connect to anchor institutions and
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to provide more redundancy options for NCB and for the other service providers within the
County. Here is a list of the key routes and existing assets.


Mammoth Networks and EAGLE-Net have fiber optic facilities from Craig to Hayden
to Steamboat Springs. It appears that these two companies may have acquired fiber
from Tri-State Generation on segments of this route.



Strata Networks has fiber from Hayden to Meeker to Rifle and from Meeker to Salt
Lake City. Strata Networks is a member of the Colorado Fiber Network, a coalition of
service providers sharing network facilities throughout the region. The Colorado Fiber
Network/Strata Networks has fiber from Meeker to Grand Junction. From Grand
Junction, fiber runs south to Albuquerque and also toward Denver. This existing fiber
is potentially an alternative path to another Internet hub (Salt Lake City, Grand
Junction, Denver and/or Albuquerque).



Western Area Power Administration (“WAPA”) has fiber optic facilities throughout
the County. Confirmed routes, based upon discussions with WAPA personnel,
include from Hayden south to Oak Creek to Phippsburg and to Yampa. The route
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continues from Yampa to Kremmling. There is a Level 3 cross connect location in
Kremmling which may be another alternative route in and out of Routt County.


Level 3 has fiber from the Kremmling cross connect southwest through McCoy to I70
near Gypsum. Level 3’s network also routes from Kremmling over to Granby to
Winter Park.



CenturyLink appears to have fiber from Silverthorne along Highway 9 into Steamboat
Springs. This is based upon visual confirmation of fiber optic cable seen from
GoogleEarth.

Most of the existing service providers – including ResortNet, Zirkel Wireless, and Comcast lease
facilities from CenturyLink. When CenturyLink has an outage or a fiber cut, all of the carriers
that use CenturyLink’s leased services lose connectivity. These three providers all mentioned the
need to have more options in and out of Routt County for redundancy. Sharing this information
with them in regards to other potential routes may help them, and consequently, Routt County,
solve the redundancy issue. Having the ability to use another network other than CenturyLink’s
may also help reduce the costs to serve the Routt County market.
NEO has worked with WAPA personnel to identify possibilities for leasing their fiber. WAPA’s
personnel currently have the position that leasing their fiber facilities on their transmission lines
to other non-utility providers is not allowed under their existing charter or statute. WAPA has
key strategic routes not only in Routt County, but throughout the State of Colorado that would
help rural communities across the state get better broadband services and provide needed
redundancy.
NEO believes that Routt County in collaboration with the existing service providers (Comcast,
Zirkel Wireless and ResortNet) along with other known communities that have a vested interest
in WAPA’s facilities (Region 10, Gunnison County, the City of Montrose, the Town of Estes Park
as a starting point) could put pressure on WAPA’s management to loosen this current position.
In collaboration with NEO, a brief has been put together by Ken Fellman of Kissinger & Fellman,
a law firm in Colorado, and has been submitted to WAPA’s attorneys. The brief examined the
existing statute regarding WAPA’s use of their transmission lines by other agencies. It discusses
that the statute was created well before broadband was even a service, that there are similar
instances where their assets were used for other utilities (namely, water and power), that
broadband was recently declared a utility by the FCC in February of 2015 and that the recent
President’s order in 2012 regarding use of federal assets to facilitate broadband are all indicators
that WAPA could provide use of their transmission lines for commercial broadband services.
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NEO recommends collaborating with these various organizations to facilitate cooperation from
WAPA.
Additionally, Yampa Valley Electric and Tri-State may have influence on WAPA during these
discussions. WAPA has leased fiber facilities to other power companies in the State – namely,
Tri-State. Pulling in these other power companies to help influence WAPA may be effective.

Other Fiber and Conduit Assets
NEO identified and mapped existing fiber and conduit assets primarily within Steamboat Springs
that are owned by the City, NCB, Steamboat Resort, ResortNet, Mammoth Networks, Yampa
Valley Electric and Yampa Valley Medical Center. The school district also has conduit and a
microwave network. Unite Fiber has fiber facilities in Craig. A GIS map of these assets was
provided as a deliverable of this project.

Tower Locations, Wireless and Cellular Service Areas
Wireless towers in Routt Country were identified and mapped. Tower locations were verified
and confirmed from the FCC registry and verified by imagery available on Google Earth. Cellular
and wireless providers within Routt County include AT&T, Hughes Network, Leap Wireless,
Sprint Nextel Corporation, T-Mobile, Verizon Wireless, ViaSat, Zirkel Wireless, Skycasters and
StarBand Communications. Service territory maps of these wireless and cellular providers were
provided to Routt County as a deliverable of this project. Other current providers and their
service territory maps provided include Bresnan Communications, CenturyLink, Comcast, DTE,
FastTrack Communications, Resort Internet Colorado, Kentec Communications and Microtechtel.

5. Laying the Groundwork, Methodology and Process,
Strategies for Building Infrastructure, Improving
Broadband Service
This section lays the groundwork for the financial plan, NEO’s methodology for the preliminary
design and projected capital costs, information regarding defining and determining what is
feasible and a discussion of pricing considerations.
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Providing Redundancy and Options for Service Providers, Regional
Middle Mile Transport
NEO put together a preliminary design and capital cost estimates for connecting the
communities. Bringing fiber to the other communities within the County aggregates demand
and reduces costs for broadband services, as the costs for the services are shared amongst all of
the users. Also, once fiber is brought to a community, it is relatively less expensive to expand this
fiber within the community to other key locations and anchor institutions.
The capital costs of building fiber can be greatly reduced by negotiating an Indefeasible Right of
Use (“IRU”) with WAPA, EAGLE-Net/Mammoth and/or Strata Networks.
An Indefeasible Right of Use (IRU) is the effective long-term lease (or often thought of as
temporary ownership) of a portion of the capacity of fiber optic cable. The long-term lease is
typically 20 to 25 years and the payment for this long-term lease is typically paid up-front.
In structuring the IRU agreement, the owner of the network is the Grantor. The Grantor pays for
the construction of the network, has submitted permits and the use of the rights of way, and may
have established franchise agreements and fees to the jurisdiction. The Grantor then assigns parts
of the constructed network to the Grantee for use of the dark fiber, and a select amount of
bandwidth or capacity on the network between termination points or routes along the
constructed network.
An IRU combines features of a sale, a lease, and a service contract. Every IRU is unique, but
typically the agreement confers exclusive usage rights to Grantee, but title and control remain
with the Grantor. Maintenance on the fiber network is agreed upon during the contract
negotiations and in most cases, the Grantor, or owner of the fiber, provides maintenance on the
fiber on behalf of the Grantee.
The cost savings of negotiating access to an IRU versus building the fiber are significant. If an
IRU agreement cannot be reached, then other possibilities are to share in the capital costs of
building new fiber.
Below are the estimated capital costs for building fiber between the communities and the routes
where an IRU agreement may be reached with the projected costs of the IRU. Pricing for an IRU
is based upon other successfully negotiated IRUs within the State of Colorado.
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Steamboat Springs to Hayden
Estimated
Redundancy
Mileage
Steamboat to Salt Lake City (Mammoth,
EAGLE-Net and Colorado Fiber Network)
Steamboat Springs to Hayden
24.6
Total

Build it

Buy it, IRU, 6
count

$3,151,545
$3,151,545

$221,400
$221,400

Adjustment to the Anchor Tenant Estimate
Total Build Costs for the Transport Network
Total IRU Costs for the Transport Network

$3,151,545
$3,151,545
$221,400

Hayden South to Oak Creek, to Phippsburg to Yampa using WAPA Route
Estimated
Buy it, IRU, 6
Hayden South to Oak Creek (WAPA Route)
Mileage
Build it
count
Hayden Police Dept. to Yampa Valley Regional
Airport
1.79
$149,045
$16,110
From 185 and 37 to HG Coal Substation
1.64
$136,556
$14,760
From Routt County Road 37 to Yampa Valley
Regional Airport
2.93
$243,968
$26,370
Yampa Valley Regional Airport to Yoast Pit MP
From Yoast Pit MP to Oak Creek (Not showing as
a route for the anchors, this may be an alternate
route to consider)
Total

From Oak Creek to Phippsburg (showing as an
anchor route and possibly the WAPA Route)
Oak Creek to Rd that goes to Fire Station
from 14 and 131 to Yampa Fire Dept. Station 2.24
in Phippsburg
Total

4.95

$412,165

$44,550

22.9

$1,906,782
$2,562,915

$206,100
$277,020

Build it
$130,727

Buy it, IRU, 6
count
$14,130

1.77

$147,380
$278,107

$15,930
$30,060

2.87

$238,972

$25,830

Estimated
Mileage
1.57

From Phippsburg to Yampa
From Forest St and 2nd Ave to Oak Creek
Substation
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From Oak Creek Substation to Routt County
Office in Yampa
Total

2.9

Adjustment to the Anchor Tenant Estimate
Total Build Costs for the Transport Network
Total IRU Costs for the Transport Network

$241,470
$480,443

$26,100
$51,930

$1,414,683
$3,321,465
$359,010

The following route is not included in NEO’s design to connect to anchor institutions; however,
pricing for this route is shown because the service providers (for example, Comcast) may want to
consider as an alternative to redundancy for Routt County. The exact location of the WAPA route
and transmission lines is not known.
Yampa to Kremmling, GUESSING where WAPA's line is located
Estimated
Mileage
From Yampa to Kremmling (WAPA Route, Not
showing as a route for the anchors)
Total

29.2

Build it

Buy it, IRU, 6
count

$2,431,356
$2,431,356

$262,800
$262,800

In summary, by negotiating access to an IRU instead of building the route, the capital costs
savings are $3.985 Million.

Summary
By negotiating access to an IRU instead of building the route,
Anchor Institutions Estimate would be reduced by:
IRU Costs would replace this cost

$4,566,228
$580,410

For a net adjustment to the Anchor Institution Estimate of

$3,985,818

Connecting Anchor Institutions
NEO and the NCB partners put together a list of community anchor institutions made up of
schools, Colorado Mountain College, State and Federal offices, city and county locations, Yampa
Valley Medical Center facilities and other medical clinics, and electric power substations within
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the County. NEO identified 132 anchor institutions and this list has been provided to Routt
County, along with a preliminary design of the routes to serve these locations.
Anchor institutions are often the largest employers and largest telecommunication/broadband
users within the community. NEO and the NCB partners identified which anchor institutions
currently had fiber optic connectivity through NCB’s efforts. The list of 132 anchors includes the
existing locations that are currently on NCB’s network as well as the additional locations that will
be added based upon the DOLA implementation grant and a Rural Healthcare Fund grant. A
total of 115 new anchor institutions will be connected with the proposed design. A GIS map of
the proposed design was provided to Routt County as a deliverable of this project.
Building fiber to the anchor institutions allows for the ability to offer 1 Gbps service to the anchor
institutions. More importantly, building fiber to the anchor institutions allows NCB to leverage
several grants to fund the builds. For example, the Rural Healthcare Fund grant and the E-rate
Program for schools will provide funding to pay for 65% of the capital costs for the middle mile
portion of the build – the most expensive part in building to the other communities within the
County.
Additionally, building fiber to the anchor institutions by leveraging grant funding gives needed
fiber connectivity to the smaller communities within the County. For example, Route 1 below
allows for fiber to be extended to Hayden and Craig, potentially utilitizing existing fiber from
Mammoth Networks or EAGLE-Net. Route 3 extends fiber to Oak Creek, Phippsburg and
Yampa, potentially leveraging fiber owned by WAPA. Once fiber is built to these communities,
wireless access points may be installed at the anchor institutions in each of these communities.
Wireless bandwidth is enhanced when it is fed with fiber. Wireless broadband could then be
used to further expand and enhance broadband services to homes and businesses in these
communities.
The following is a capital cost estimate to build to the additional anchor tenants:
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Anchor Tenant Routes
Route 1: Steamboat to Hayden

$

Build
3,151,545

OR
OR

Route 2: Southwest out of Steamboat Springs

$

1,687,175

OR

Route 3: South out of Steamboat Springs (to Oak
Creek, Phippsburg, Yampa)

$

3,304,632

OR

Route 4: Short North Route out of Steamboat Springs $

470,432

OR

Tech Services
Labor, Customer
6 count IRU Premise Labor
Adjusted Cost
Lease
and Electronics
with IRU
Savings with IRU
$ 221,400 $
293,449 $
514,849 $
2,636,696
$1,687,175

$

1,687,175

$

587,754

$ 470,432

$

470,432

$

2,003,673

$
$

1,959,440
7,223,323

$

Route 5: North Route out of Steamboat Springs

$

2,003,673

OR

$2,003,673

Route 6: Anchors within Steamboat Springs
Total

$
$

1,959,440
12,576,897

OR

$1,959,440
$6,120,720

From Yoast Pit MP to Oak Creek (Not showing as a
route for the anchors, this may be an alternate route
to consider)
$

-

183,780 $

$

405,180

$

$

206,100 $

403,974

697,423

-

$

$

2,716,878

$

5,353,574

-

The last route, from Yoast Pit MP to Oak Creek is an optional route to add in additional
redundancy for the network. If an IRU can be acquired for approximately $206,100, it may be
worth considering adding in additional redundancy.
Note the column on the far right – The total projected capital costs to build to the entire 115
additional anchor institutions could be adjusted from $12.576 Million to $7.223 Million by
negotiating access to existing fiber through an IRU agreement, resulting in a capital cost savings
of $5.353 Million. Additionally, the $7.223 Million costs could be further reduced by leveraging
Rural Healthcare Funds, E-rate and DOLA grant opportunities. The Rural Healthcare Funds and
E-rate will pay for 65% of capital costs; DOLA will pay for 50%.
A further breakdown of each route segment, the assumptions, and the anchor tenants to be served
are shown below.
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Route 1: West out of Steamboat Springs
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Route 1: Entire Route
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Route 1: Route Zoom on Anchors
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Route 1 West of Steamboat Springs

Route 1 West of Steamboat Springs Anchors

From Routt County Jail to Hayden Police Department

Mt. Harris 69 kV Delivery

From 40 and 51 to Mt. Harris 69 kV Delivery

Hayden Police Department

From Hayden Police Department to Yampa Valley Regional Airport Fire Department

Hayen Assisted Living + Hayen Community Center

From 185 and 37 to H.G. Coal Substation

Hayden Substation

From Routt City Rd and 37 to Yampa Valley Regional Airport

Hayden Public Library

From Yampa Valley Regional Airport to Yoast Pit M.P.

Town of Hayden

From Hawthorne St and 40 to Haven Community Center

Hayden RE

From Haven Community Center to Hayden Public Library

Hayden Middle School

From S Spruce St and 40 to Town of Hayden

Hayden High School

From Town of Hayden to Hayden RE

Hayden Valley Elementary School

From Hayden RE to Hayden Middle School

Routt County Fairgrounds

From Hayden Middle School to Hayden Valley Elementary School

West Routt Fire Protection District

From Hayden Valley Elementary School to West Routt County Fire Station

West Rout County Fire Station

From Breeze Basin Blvd and S Poplar St to Routt County Fairgrounds

Yampa Valley Regional Airport Fire Department
H.G. Coal Substation
Yampa Valley Regional Airport
Yoast Pit M.P.

As mentioned earlier, the Hayen Assisted Living Center is an eligible location for the Rural Healthcare Fund grant. A large portion
of this route would be eligible for 65% of the capital costs to be funded through the Rural Healthcare Fund grant. E-rate funds could
be leveraged to built to the schools and libraries.
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Route 2: Southwest out of Steamboat Springs
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Route 2: Entire Route
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Route 2: Route Zoom on Anchors
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Route 2 Southwest of Steamboat Springs

Route 2 Southwest of Steamboat Springs Anchors

From Critter Ct and 20 Mile Rd to Mt. Werner 3 Substation

Mt. Werner 3 Substation

From Mt. Werner 3 Substation to Pit III Substation

Pit III Substation

From Pit III Substation to 20 Mile Coal M.P.

20 Mile Coal M.P.

From 20 Mile Coal M.P. to Twenty Mile Coal Company Ambulance

Twenty Mile Coal Company Ambulance

From 33 and 27 to Energy Fuels M.P.

Energy Fuels M.P.

Route 3: South out of Steamboat Springs
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Route 3: Entire Route
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Route 3: Route Zoom on Anchors 1
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Route 3: Route Zoom on Anchors 2
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Route 3 South of Steamboat Springs

Route 3 South of Steamboat Springs Anchors

From Colorado Parks and Wildlife to Mesa School House

Mesa School House

From Mesa School House to Keystone Substation

Keystone Substation

From 26K and 131 to Oak Creek Fire Protection District

Keystone Substation

From Main St and Bell Ave to Oak Creek Police Department

Oak Creek Fire Protection District

From Bell Ave and Nancy Crawford Blvd to Town of Oak Creek

Oak Creek Police Department

From Oak Creek Fire Protection District to Oak Creek Fire Protection District Station 2

Oak Creek Parks and Rec

From Main St and Moffat Ave to Oak Creek Fire Protection District Station 1

Town of Oak Creek

From Oak Creek Fire Protection District Station 2 to Oak Creek Public Library

Oak Creek Fire Protection District Station 2

From Oak Creek Public Library to South Routt RE 3

Oak Creek Fire Protection District Station 1

From Lincoln Ave and Main St to Oak Creek Fire Station 3

Oak Creek Public Library

From 14 and 131 to Yampa Fire Department Station 2

South Routt RE 3

From Forest St and 2nd Ave to Oak Creek Electric Substation

Soroco Middle School

From Oak Creek Electric Substation to Routt County Office, Yampa

Soroco High School

From Routt County Office, Yampa to South Routt Elementary School

Oak Creek Fire Station 3

From South Routt Elementary School to Yampa Public Library

Oak Creek Fire Station 3

From Yampa Public Library to Yampa Fire Department Station 1

Yampa Fire Department Station 2

From Yampa Fire Department Station 1 to Finger Rock Rearing Unit

Oak Creek Electric Substation
Routt County Office, Yampa
South Routt Elementary School
Yampa Public Library
Town of Yampa
Yampa Fire Department Station 1
Yampa Fire Protection District
Finger Rock Rearing Unit

This route does utilitze a portion of Oak Creek’s exising utility lines. This route will potentially serve the above anchor institutions
and it also provides the ability to serve the Oak Creek, Phippsburg and Yampa communities. Wireless access points may be installed
at the anchor institutions in each of these communities which would further expand broadband services to homes and businesses in
these communities. Additionally, there is a clinic at the school in Oak Creek that is an eligible location for the Rural Telehealth Fund
grant. Again, much of this route could be paid to be built (65% of the capital costs from Steamboat to Oak Creek) by leveraging this
grant program. Schools and libraries could utilize E-rate funds.
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Route 4: Short North Route out of Steamboat Springs
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Route 4: Entire Route
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Route 4 Short North of Steamboat Springs

Route 4 Short North of Steamboat Springs Anchors

From Lowell Whiteman School to Lowell Whiteman School
From Lincoln Ave and 3rd St to Lowell Whiteman School

Lowell Whiteman School
Lowell Whiteman School

The Lowell Whiteman School may be eligible for E-rate funding which would pay for 65% of the costs of this build.

Route 5: North Route out of Steamboat Springs
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Route 5: Entire Route
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Route 5: Route Zoom on Anchors
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Route 5 North of Steamboat Springs

Route 5 North of Steamboat Springs Anchors

From Airport Substation to Clark Substation

Clark Substation

From 62 and 129 to North Routt Fire Protection District Station 1

North Routt Fire Protection District Station 1

From North Routt Fire Protection District Station 1 to North Routt Charter School

North Routt Fire Protection District Station 2

From Eagle Ln and 129 to North Routt Fire Protection District

North Routt Charter School
North Routt Charter School- E
North Routt Fire Protection District
North Routt Fire Protection District Station 2

Again, the charter schools may be eligible for E-rate funding. These could potentially be leveraged to pay for a large share of the
capital costs. DOLA funding can also be used.
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Steamboat Springs Area
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Steamboat Springs Area: Entire Area
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Steamboat Springs Area: Zoom on Anchors North
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Steamboat Springs Area: Zoom on Anchors South
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Route 6 Steamboat Springs
From Steamboat Springs to Yampa Valley High School
From Yampa Valley High School to Soda Creek Elementary School
From Head Site to Routt County Extension
From Oak St and 7th St to Steamboat Springs
From Head Site to Mind Springs Health
From Head Site to City of Steamboat Springs
From Lincoln Ave and 5th St to Olympian Hall
From 5th St and Howelsen Pkwy to Yampa Valley Electric Substation
From Mind Springs Health to Water Quality Division
From Water Quality Division to Drug Evaluator
From Drug Evaluator to Human Services Department
From Human Services Department to Water Resources Division
From Pine Grove Rd and Central Park Dr to Steamboat Springs WIC Clinic
From Steamboat Springs WIC Clinic to Yampa Valley Medical Center
From Yampa Valley Medical Center to Doak Walker Care Center
From Doak Walker Care Center to Upper Yampa Water Conservancy
From S Lincoln Ave and Hilltop Ln to Yampa Valley Housing Authority
From Water Resources Division to US Consolidated Farm Services Agency
From USDA Farm Services Agency to Steamboat Springs Fire and Rescue
From Lake Dr and Pine Grove Rd to Colorado Parks and Wildlife
From Lincoln Ave and 10th St to Steamboat Springs Police Department
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From

City of Steamboat Springs to Bud Werner Memorial Library
Bud Werner Memorial Library to Steamboat Springs City Government
Steamboat Springs City Government to Steam Boat 69 kV Delivery
13th St and Lincoln Ave to Community Center
Community Center to Transportation, Maintenance
Lincoln Ave and Elk River Rd to Colorado State University Forest Service
Colorado State University Forest Service to Routt County Jail
Transportation, Maintenance to Airport Substation
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Route 6 Steamboat Springs Anchors
Steamboat Springs RE
Yampa Valley High School
Soda Creek Elementary School
City of Steamboat Springs
Steamboat Springs Police Department
Steamboat Springs Fire Department Station 1
Bud Werner Memorial Library
Steamboat Springs Transit
Steamboat Springs City Government
Steam Boat 69 kV Delivery
Community Center
Transportation, Maintenance
Colorado State University Forest Service
Routt County Public Safety Center
Routt County Jail
Airport Substation
Routt County Extension
Routt County
Routt County Assessor's Office
Mind Springs Health
Olympian Hall

Water Resources Division
Steamboat Springs WIC Clinic
Yampa Valley Medical Center
Doak Walker Care Center
Upper Yampa Water Conservancy
US Consolidated Farm Services Agency
Natural Resources Conservation
USDA Farm Services Agency
Steamboat Springs Fire and Rescure
Steamboat Springs Fire Department Station 2
Mt. Werner 1 Substation
Mt. Werner 2 Substation
Colorado Parks and Wildlife
Hahn's Peak, Bears Ears Ranger District, Medicine Bow National Forest

Howelsen Rodeo Grounds
Yampa Valley Electric Substation
Water Quality Division
Drug Evaluator
Yampa Valley Housing Authority
Human Services Department
Veteran's Office
Colorado Workforce Center
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The capital costs may be shared in a number of ways. For example, the outside plant (OSP) design
and engineering costs might be shared 50-50% between NCB and the service providers and the
costs to light the customer (i.e. the equipment and labor to install the equipment) may be borne
solely by the service provider. These negotiations may allow Routt County to leverage grant
funding to pay for a portion of the capital costs with match or in-kind contributions to be
provided by the service provider.
Using this example of shared capital costs, the total grant dollars to build to anchor institutions,
leveraging IRU agreements may be reduced to approximately $2.03 Million (50% of the adjusted
OSP design and engineering costs). As DOLA’s implementation grant typically has an allocation
of $2 Million per County, this may be a way to leverage existing infrastructure, grant funding and
still pull off a $12.576 Million build. Other ways of financing these builds may be to leverage Erate and healthcare grants, paying 65% of the capital costs and then leveraging DOLA and/or
economic development funding. Working with the service providers in joint builds can also
reduce the costs by sharing in the capital costs.

Expansion to Existing Tower Facilities
Another strategy for improving broadband service within the County is to install fiber to key
tower facilities. These costs may be shared between the various service providers, cellular
companies and wireless providers. Bringing fiber to the tower could boost available bandwidth
to the end users.
NEO Fiber identified all of the tower facilities that were registered in the FCC database and also
provided a list of towers that were visually confirmed by Google Earth. A map of all of the tower
facilities was provided in a Google Earth file. Below are pictures of potential tower routes to key
existing tower facilities in the County. Building fiber to these tower facilities will help the existing
wireless providers expand more abundant broadband service throughout the County.
The tower routes are depicted in dark blue. City limit boundaries are shown in light blue and the
proposed anchor routes are shown in green. Key tower facilities include:


Farwell Tower



Hayden Tower



King Mountain



Oak Creek



Quarry Mountain



Mt. Werner

Additionally, many of these routes pass other identified towers and lateral fiber may be brought
into these additional tower locations.
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The following assumptions were made to add (to the above anchor institution estimate)
extending fiber facilities to key existing tower locations. Here are the assumptions:
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Major Assumptions
# Parcels/Passings
Middle Mile Connections
# Poles
Est. Aerial Miles
Est. UG Miles
Aerial %
UG %
Density HH/Mile
Take Rate
Make Ready Cost per mile (all in labor only)
ADSS or Strand/Lash
Missile Bore/Open Trench %
Directional Bore %
Plow %
LD Downtown %
HD Downtown %
Rock Adder %
Cut/Restore %
Make Ready Construction
OLT Equipment

Tower Additions
0
6
131
4
38
10%
90%
100%
$39,455.58
Strand/Lash
0%
90%
10%
0%
0%
40%
2%
yes
no

Here are the estimated capital costs:

Summary of Projected Capital Costs
Engr. Labor
Aerial Labor
UG Labor
OSP Materials
Tech Services Labor
Customer Premise Labor and Install Materials
including Splitters
Electronics
Subtotal

Fiber to Key
Tower Locations
$219,906
$245,398
$3,335,856
$24,604
$0

$580,701
$0
$4,406,466

A GIS map of this preliminary design has been provided to the County as a deliverable of this
project.
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A “Do it All” Approach, Building Fiber to the Home/Fiber to the Business
Building fiber to every home and business would allow for Gigabit availability. This is an
extremely expensive process, but NEO was asked to put together preliminary estimates for this
approach. There was no consideration for costs to build between the communities (i.e. the middle
mile network shown above, or the costs to the anchor institutions or use of existing fiber and
conduit within the County. These costs do not leverage any potential fiber or builds done by
NCB or the County. Here are the assumptions:

Major Assumptions
# Parcels/Passings
Middle Mile Connections
# Poles
Est. Aerial Miles
Est. UG Miles
Aerial %
UG %
Density HH/Mile
Take Rate
Make Ready Cost per mile (all in labor only)
ADSS or Strand/Lash
Missile Bore/Open Trench %
Directional Bore %
Plow %
LD Downtown %
HD Downtown %
Rock Adder %
Cut/Restore %
Make Ready Construction
OLT Equipment
ONT Equipment

Fiber to the
Businesses
4,750
2,174
70.00
40.00
64%
36%
43.18
60%
$30,000
Strand/Lash
20%
80%
0%
0%
0%
40%
2%
yes
yes
yes

Here are the projected capital costs:
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FTTH,
Steamboat
FTTH, Rest of
Springs
the County
12,500
21,228
714
16,803
23.00
541.02
135.00
415.15
57%
57%
43%
43%
79.11
22.20
40%
40%
$30,000
$30,000
Strand/Lash Strand/Lash
70%
20%
26%
80%
0%
0%
3%
0%
1%
0%
35%
40%
2%
2%
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

Total
38,478
19,692
634
590
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Summary of Projected Capital Costs
Engr. Labor
Aerial Labor
UG Labor
OSP Materials
Tech Services Labor
Customer Premise Labor and Install Materials
including Splitters
Electronics
Subtotals

Fiber to the
Businesses
$476,889
$3,077,501
$3,475,180
$378,812
$2,988,826

$2,230,349
$224,160
$12,851,717

FTTH,
FTTH, Rest of
Steamboat
the County
Springs
$2,827,618
$861,458
$1,014,590 $23,917,511
$13,132,245 $35,627,057
$1,486,586
$899,681
$8,954,547
$5,272,332

$4,805,403
$385,127
$26,370,837

$17,981,678
$621,613
$91,416,610

Total
$4,165,965
$28,009,603
$52,234,482
$2,765,079
$17,215,705

$25,017,429
$1,230,901
$130,639,164

The projected capital costs are shown below to pass and to light each business and home within
the County.

Summary
Total OSP Design, Engineering and
Construction, to "Pass" the Customer
Total to "Light" the Customer
Total

Fiber to the
Businesses
$7,408,382
$5,443,335
$12,851,717

FTTH,
Steamboat
Springs
$15,907,974
$10,462,863
$26,370,837

FTTH, Rest of
the County
$63,858,773
$27,557,837
$91,416,610

Total
$87,175,129
$43,464,035
$130,639,164

It may be cost prohibitive to build FTTH to the entire County; however, NEO provided a detailed
financial model to expand FTTH within Steamboat Springs and FTTB to all of the businesses in
Routt County.
Detailed financial models have been completed for this are addressed later in this document.
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6. Financing Options, Loan and Grant Programs
Municipalities and counties may finance these broadband networks through obtaining revenue
bonds or general obligation bonds. This financing is typically available for low interest rates of
3-6%. Alternatively, financing for a private sector fiber network may have interest rates of 5-15%.
There are grant and loan programs that are also available for broadband build-out. Certain
financing and funding programs restrict who is eligible to apply for and receive funding. The
federal grant and loan programs available for funding broadband construction include the
following:
State-Level

Grants

DOLA

Eligibility
Regional Council of Governments
Local Government, Tribes
Non-profit
Corporations
Cooperatives
Education
Medical Providers
Eligible Telecommunications Carrier

Yes
Yes
-

Timing
Ongoing

How much?

Other

$20 Million for
2015, April,
August and
December 1
deadlines

Federal Level
Rural Broadband
Experiments, Connect
America

Community Connect
Grants

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Required
FY2015 Application
window closed, due dates Grant cycle is in early
typically in January,
part of year.
February 2016
$100M total, grant
amounts dependent upon
technology/bandwidth

Distance
Learning and
Telemedicine
Grant Program

Health
Connect, Rural
Healthcare
Program

E-rate

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
-

Yes
-

Yes
-

Grants available
for Equipment,
inside wiring and
"other facilities"

Rural areas that lack any
50% Match, 1/2 of existing broadband speed
which may be inof at least 3 Mbps
kind
(download plus upload)
are eligible.

The Colorado Department of Local Affairs (DOLA) has announced a $20 Million grant program
for regional councils of governments and municipalities. In 2015, DOLA had three rounds of
financing applications with deadlines for grant submission being April 1 st, August 1st and
December 1st. DOLA has not yet announced funding availability for 2016.
The Rural Broadband Experiments and Connect America programs are available to unserved
areas; the definition for eligibility is 3 Mbps combined upload and download. As the FCC in 2015
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raised the definition of served to 25 Mbps download and 3 Mbps in upload speeds, there may be
funds available through the Connect America to a wider group of communities. One caveat
currently of the Connect America program is that it is available for Eligible Telecommunication
Carriers.
CenturyLink was awarded $1,068,920 per year for six years for a total grant amount of $6,413,520
for Routt County through the Connect America Fund (CAF). This grant money is intended to
reach 1,852 locations within Routt County that are currently unserved.
Additionally, CenturyLink was to receive $47.5 Million through the transfer of funds from
Colorado’s High Cost Support Mechanism (HCSM) into a Broadband Development Fund (BDF)
for 2014 and for 2015. The HCSM is capped at $54 million, and goes to telecommunications
carriers that provide voice service (landlines) in high-cost areas around the state.
The BDF intends to provide financial assistance to telecommunications carriers that provide
broadband access in unserved areas of the state. The PUC, in order to fund the BDF, decided to
take $3.3 million from CenturyLink’s 2014 HCSM allocation. Of that, $200,000 would go for startup expenses for the Broadband Development Board, which will administer the remaining $3.1
million in grants to the carriers that would provide broadband service in unserved areas.
CenturyLink filed a lawsuit against the PUC, challenging the way the agency decided to allocate
funds. This is still tied up in a lawsuit, but local service providers are encouraged to apply for the
$3.1 million in grants that will be available once the lawsuit is resolved.
The Telecommunications Infrastructure Loan Program available through the USDA “makes longterm direct and guaranteed loans to qualified organizations for the purpose of financing the
improvement, expansion, construction, acquisition, and operation of telephone lines, facilities, or
systems to furnish and improve Telecommunications service in rural areas. The definition for
“rural area” is within the boundaries of any incorporated or unincorporated city, village, or
borough having a population less than 5,000 inhabitants.”
The Rural Broadband Loan Program, which is part of the Farm Bill, “is designed to provide loans
for funding, on a technology neutral basis, for the costs of construction, improvement, and
acquisition of facilities and equipment to provide broadband service to eligible rural
communities.” Again, the definition of rural includes communities with a population less than
5,000 inhabitants.
Other sources of funding should also be considered. These include internal loans, bonds, TIF and
revenue funds, economic development financing programs, and crowd sourcing.
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E-rate is available for schools and in the past was used to as a reimbursement or supplement for
Internet access services.

The E-rate program has had a number of changes recently; one

significant change is the ability to reimburse for construction of facilities (i.e. fiber optic cable) to
serve the school.
There are grant programs that are available for Telemedicine and Distance Learning as well as
program targeted specifically for Rural Health.
There are a number of other financing options some of which include; New Market tax credits,
for which allocations would have to be secured; economic development retail sales tax funds, and
bond financing through a number of different structures and types of bonds. A report written by
NTIA referencing all federal programs available for broadband financing has been provided to
Routt County as a deliverable of this project.

Regulatory and Statutory Limitations
By opting out of Colorado Senate Bill 152, the County and the Towns and Cities that have passed
a public vote recently in November 2015 have a number of options available in regards to building
or financing a broadband network for their constituents.
The ballot language was the following:
“Without increasing taxes, shall (insert different government entities) have the legal ability to provide any
and all services currently restricted by Title 29, Article 27, Part 1, of the Colorado Revised Statutes,
specifically described as “advanced service,” “telecommunications services” and “cable television services,”
as defined by the statute, specifically including new and improved bandwidth services based on best
available technologies, utilizing current and new community-owned infrastructure to any existing fiber
optic network, either directly, or indirectly with public or private sector service providers, to potential
subscribers that may include telecommunications service providers, and residential or commercial users
within (government entity), and that said services may be provided by (government entity) alone or in
partnership with other governmental, private or corporate, including nonprofit, entities?
The wording of the ballot language is quite broad, and references the authority to “provide any
and all services” that were previously restricted by SB 152. The ballot language also specifically
references public – private partnerships when it authorizes the County’s involvement in
broadband “either directly or indirectly with public or private sector partners…” Therefore, the
County has very broad authority to enter into any one of the wide variety of public – private
partnerships that exist today or may be developed in the future. Any restrictions or limitations
are based upon general authority of a statutory municipality and not as a result of state law
addressing local government involvement in broadband matters.
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Financing of a broadband network, just like the financing of any other public project, is governed
by state law, and primarily by the Constitutional Amendment known as the Taxpayer’s Bill of
Rights (TABOR). Colorado Constitution, Article X, Section 20. With respect to incurring debt,
Section 20 (4)(b) of TABOR requires an election prior to “creation of any multiple-fiscal year direct
or indirect district debt or other financial obligation whatsoever without adequate present cash
reserves pledged irrevocably and held for payments in all future fiscal years.” To the extent that
the financing of a broadband network, or any components of a network would require the
issuance of debt, the various municipalities and the County would be required by TABOR to seek
a vote of the registered electors. To the extent that the municipalities or the County owns or
controls existing network facilities that it wishes to use in a network, or has the financial resources
to pay for new facilities, it may do so without an election.
Statutory municipalities are granted their authority in Title 31 of the Colorado Revised Statutes.
Among the powers of statutory municipalities are the power to enter into contracts and the power
to acquire, hold, lease, and dispose of both real and personal property. C.R.S. 31-15-1(b) and (c).
The municipality also has the power to contract indebtedness (subject to TABOR) by borrowing
money or issuing the bonds of the municipality “for any public purpose of the municipality,
including but not limited to the following purposes: Supplying water, gas, heating and cooling,
and electricity; purchasing land; and purchasing, constructing, extending, and improving public
streets, buildings, facilities, and equipment…” C.R.S. 31-15-302(1)(d)(I). While this section of the
statute does not specify telecommunications, the authority granted to the municipality is
specifically not limited to the examples stated, and the broadband facilities the municipality is
considered would, according to Denver-based attorney, Ken Fellman, be deemed a public
purpose, and therefore permitted. That being said, the total amount of the municipality
indebtedness for all authorized purposes may not exceed three percent of the actual value, as
determined by the assessor, of the taxable property in the municipality. C.R.S. 31-15-302(1)(d)(II).
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7. Expanding NCB’s Middle Mile Infrastructure,
Connecting More Anchor Institutions, is it Feasible?
Defining “Feasible”
Before having a detailed discussion on the financial model results, it is important to note what
makes a financial model feasible or perhaps what are the minimum gating scenarios or financial
results that make a project financially sustainable.
Every entity, whether it is a business, or a non-profit organization, or a government agency, will
have a different set of financial objectives for defining what is “feasible” in order to assist the
organization in making financial decisions. For example, a private sector company may need to
see an unleveraged IRR of 30% or greater in order to obtain financing to build a FTTH/FTTB
network. Being a municipality, in order to meet its goals, Routt County may not need to see an
IRR of 30%; but rather simply a positive IRR.
NEO recommends the following financial feasibility objectives:
1. Debt Service Constant on Outstanding Debt. The Debt Service Constant calculates the
factor that, multiplied by the original loan principal, yields the annual debt service
payment (principal plus interest) required to amortize a loan. NEO provided a Debt
Service Constant Percentage on Outstanding Debt with Net Operating Cash flows that
ask the questions, “Can Net Operating Cash flows cover the payment of principal plus
interest on the outstanding debt? And what percentage of Net Operating Cash flows can
service the debt?” When this formula is over 200 percent, there is a likely opportunity to
refinance; or use the collateral of the network and the collateral of the Net Operating Cash
flows to further expand the network. As a litmus test, it is desirable to see if the network
is “financeable” with this Debt Service Constant on Outstanding Debt calculation of
greater than 200 percent within the first 4-5 years.
2. Cumulative Cash flows of the Network over 10 years are greater than the Debt Service.
This objective provides that Routt County will be able to cover its Debt Service by the
operating cash flows generated from the network and that after 10 years, cumulative
cashflows are greater than the debt.
3. Positive Income. Income from operations covers interest and taxes. As depreciation and
amortization are not subject to cashflow, NEO left these out of the assumptions in the
feasibility litmus test. This objective allows Routt County to seek debt financing to build
out a fiber optic or FTTH/FTTB network; the operating income will cover interest and tax
expenses.
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4. Positive IRR. Routt County may simply need to see a positive return on the investment.

Changing the Revenue Share and Pricing Model
By aggregating more anchor institutions on the network, NCB has an opportunity to negotiate
more affordable Internet service pricing. NEO provided recommendations to NCB regarding
revenue share and pricing targets.

More Equitable Revenue Share
When another entity pays for the capital costs to build out a network, the revenue share is
typically favored toward the infrastructure owner. The margins to provide Internet service are
high and the costs to provide customer service, billing, network surveillance and monitoring and
trouble resolution are relatively low. Alternatively, the costs of maintaining the network (i.e.
truck rolls, fiber cuts, labor to maintain or replace network facilities) and the debt coverage
needed to build out these networks is high. If the infrastructure owner needs to provide
operations and maintenance of the network and maintain the debt coverage, then the revenue
share should be more for the infrastructure provider.
Typical revenue share splits between the infrastructure owner and the Internet service provider
take into consideration the actual costs to provide services and the desired price to the end user.
As the costs to serve the customer are relatively low, NCB could consider offering services to the
end users directly in a retail model. There are political and operational risks for this. The
incumbent and existing Internet service providers may push back stating government should not
compete against the private sector. Operational risks are to establish an organization that can
offer customer services, billing, trouble resolution, etc. NCB members have expressed that their
preferences for service delivery are to facilitate and enable the service providers to offer better,
more competitive services, rather than offer retail services directly to end users.
NCB could also consider offering services to end user through a wholesale model with a more
realistic revenue share, entering into partnership with the service providers to enable them to
offer more abundant and affordable broadband services. NCB could negotiate with the service
provider to have the service providers provide operations and maintenance of the network.
NEO performed a sensitivity analysis of the financial model to determine a more realistic revenue
share and more favorable pricing model to the anchor institutions. The operating expense
assumptions are mostly constant, except for a few operating expenses that are tied to revenue
(Cost of Backhaul, Sales Churn, Marketing and Sales and General Administrative Costs).
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Expenses
Cost of Backhaul Initially

$

Year 1
30,000

$

Cost of Additional Backhaul per Gbps

$

475

$

Dark Fiber or Monthly Subscription Fees

$

-

$

Software Maintenance

$

-

$

20,000

$

20,000

$

20,000

$

20,000

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

10,000
6,000
1,830
13,250
766
5,500

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

10,000
6,000
1,830
13,141
1,188
3,520

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

10,000
6,000
1,830
12,895
1,188
-

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

10,000
6,000
1,830
12,895
1,188
-

Network Equipment Monitoring and
Maintenance
O&M Fees from IRUs
Utilities, Power & Environmental
Pole Rent
Facilities Rent or Collocation space
Maintenance materials
Vehicle repairs/fuel
Network Technicians, Service Calls Salaries
Network Technicians, Installations Salaries

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

6,000
1,830
12,880
-

Year 2
60,000

$

Year 3
60,000

$

Year 4
60,000

$

Year 5
60,000

-

$

5,346

$

5,346

$

5,346

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

Maintenance Technicians Salaries

$

-

$

-

$

183,020

$

183,020

$

183,020

Network Technician Supervisors

$

-

$

-

$

31,288

$

30,701

$

30,701

Salary, Administrator

$

80,000

$

80,000

$

80,000

$

80,000

$

80,000

Payroll Taxes and Benefits

$

24,000

$

25,880

$

24,000

$

24,000

$

24,000

Sales Churn, percent of Total Revenue

$

872

$

6,838

$

13,592

$

15,680

$

15,680

$

1,308

$

10,257

$

20,388

$

23,520

$

23,520

$

53

$

383

$

594

$

594

$

594

2,180

$

17,095

$

33,980

$

39,200

$

39,200

513,974 $

513,974

Marketing and Sales Expense, percent of
Total Revenue
Customer Care
General and Administrative Overhead, % of
Revenue
Total Expenses

$
$

159,599 $

257,798 $

507,887 $

Some of these operating expenses can be negotiated to have the service provider provide. These
may include the Cost of Backhaul and Internet Service Fees, Network Technicians for operations
and maintenance and monitoring of the network, as well as service, installations and repair.
These also are the largest expenses incurred for the budget (See Years 3, 4 and 5).
Assuming that NCB did have to provide these operational activities and incurred the expenses
for these activities, NEO ran a sensitivity analysis on pricing to determine what is feasible. NEO
provided financial projections on various assumptions for the revenue share.
NEO recommends renegotiating with the service providers to provide a more sustainable
revenue share to NCB, having the service provider provide network operating functions and
Internet access, with more affordable pricing to the end user or anchor institution.

Other Revenue Sources, Data Services
In addition to offering Internet services through a revenue share model, NCB could also offer
high-speed data services or Virtual Local Area Network (VLAN). This service is also sometimes
referred to as Metropolitan Optical Ethernet (MOE) services. Essentially this is a high-speed data
connection between two or more locations that are connected with fiber that need to share data,
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but do not need to access the Internet. Revenue would be in the form of a port charge per location
or transport fee.

This service could be offered on a retail basis to locations that are connected

NCB’s network. An example of this may be for Yampa Valley Electric to connect all of their
substations, or all of the schools may be connected, or all of the government locations may want
to share resources.

Dark Fiber Leases and IRUs
Fiber optic cable is not very expensive. The incremental costs to install 244-counts of fiber versus
48-counts are negligible. Other potential revenue sources for Routt County/NCB may be to sell
dark fiber leases and/or IRUs. Dark fiber leases are typically charged monthly based upon the
number of fiber optic strands. IRUs are paid up front and have a term of 20 – 30 years.

Another Revenue Source for NCB, - Mobile Backhaul
Mobile backhaul is another revenue opportunity for the Routt County. Cellular data traffic grew
300-fold from 2006 to 2013 and will grow another six fold by 2017. The exploding demands for
mobile bandwidth are prompting wireless providers to upgrade the connections from their cell
sites to the Internet. This represents an opportunity for the Routt County to offer dark fiber leases
to mobile and cellular carriers, connecting their various cell sites throughout the Town and to the
Internet. 50% of cell sites today are now connected by fiber. The next generation of wireless LTE
Advanced will move all baseband processing to the cloud, rather than to the cell site. This means
that all cell sites will have to be connected via fiber to the hubs where processing takes place – i.e.
the Internet.
NEO Fiber did not provide financial modeling for this additional revenue source; however,
providing transport services or mobile backhaul services to cellular companies may be another
potential source of revenue.

Would FTTH/FTTB be Feasible for a Service Provider in Steamboat
Springs?
In order to answer that question, it is helpful to understand what is being offered in other cities
across the U.S. and the world, and what price points for communities that have FTTH/FTTB.
According to the Open Technology Institute’s 2014 Cost of Connectivity Report1, the top 25,
best-in-class or speed leaders around the world have the following service levels and pricing:

1

See http://www.newamerica.org/downloads/OTI_The_Cost_of_Connectivity_2014.pdf New America
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Rank
1(tie)
1(tie)
1(tie)
1(tie)
1(tie)
1(tie)
1(tie)
8
9
10
11
12(tie)
12(tie)
12(tie)
12(tie)
12(tie)
12(tie)
18
19
20(tie)
20(tie)
22
23
24

City
Seoul
HongKong
Tokyo
Chattanooga, TN
Kansas City, KS
Kansas City, MO
Lafayette, LA
Zurich
Bristol, VA
Bucharest
Paris
Amsterdam
Copenhagen
Riga
Los Angeles, CA
New York, NY
Washington, DC
Toronto
Prague
San Francisco, CA
Mexico City
Berlin
Dublin
London

Download Upload

ISP

Speed

HelloVision
1000
Hong Kong Broadband Network1000
Ltd
KDDI
1000
EPB
1000
Google Fiber
1000
Google Fiber
1000
LUS
1000
Swisscom
1000
BVU
1000
RCS & RDS
1000
Free
1000
XS4ALL
500
SES-NVE
500
Baltcom
500
Verizon
500
Verizon
500
Verizon
500
Rogers
350
UPC
240
Webpass
200
Axtel
200
Deutsche Telekom
200
UPC
200
Virgin
150

Speed
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
100
50
30
.
500
500
500
500
500
500
350
20
200
200
100
10
0

Price
Price

per
Mbps

$ 30.30
$ 37.41
$ 39.15
$ 69.99
$ 70.00
$ 70.00
$ 109.95
$ 157.55
$ 319.95
$ 32.35
$ 35.28
$ 72.29
$ 129.24
$ 142.29
$ 299.99
$ 299.99
$ 299.99
$ 182.25
$ 83.63
$ 30.00
$ 156.32
$ 57.63
$ 63.41
$ 55.71

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

0.03
0.04
0.04
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.11
0.16
0.32
0.03
0.04
0.14
0.26
0.28
0.60
0.60
0.60
0.52
0.35
0.15
0.78
0.29
0.32
0.37

The U.S. cities are highlighted. The price per Mbps ranges from .32/Mbps to .07/Mbps.
Since 2012, almost every city in the ranking above has increased the top speed offering and has
dramatically lowered their pricing. For example, Lafayette, LA charged $999.95 per month for its
gigabit service in 2013 and dropped that price to $109.95 per month in 2014. In Mexico City, a 200
Mbps package was available for nearly $100 less than the price offered for that speed by a
different provider in 2013.
Per the report, the average download speed of plans in this ranking increased from 233 Mbps in
2012 to around 500 in 2013, and almost 650 Mbps in 2014. Nearly half of all cities in this ranking
offer Gigabit speeds, and more than two-thirds of all cities offer service over 500 Mbps.
Per the rankings, Chattanooga, TN; Bristol, VA; and Lafayette, LA, now offer some of the fastest
and most affordable high-speed residential products available in the country despite the fact that
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they have some of the lowest population densities among the cities that are surveyed. All three
cities offer gigabit speeds that place them on par with Hong Kong, Seoul, Tokyo, and Zürich. All
three of these examples are city- or utility-owned entities, rather than a private sector ISP. In fact,
the only other provider that offers gigabit speeds in the cities we surveyed is Google Fiber, which
sells 1 Gbps service in Kansas City, KS, and Kansas City, MO, for the same price as EPB in
Chattanooga, TN.
By contrast, Verizon’s top tier is a 500 Mbps symmetrical connection that is available to some
residents of New York, NY; Washington, DC; and Los Angeles, CA for about $300/month, which
is significantly more than the cost of a gigabit in Chattanooga, TN (around $70/month) or
Lafayette, LA (around $110/month) and comparable to the price of the gigabit package in Bristol,
VA (around $320/month) but only half the speed.
Also to note from the report, rural areas with low population density have historically struggled
to attract adequate private sector infrastructure investment, similar to what has been the case in
Routt County. More recently, many of these local communities have taken broadband investment
into their own hands and now provide residential service through a publicly-owned network or
utility company. There are many examples of successful locally-owned networks. In general, the
research shows that these locally-owned networks tend to deliver better value to their customers
when compared on a price-per-megabit basis to competing cable and telecom providers in their
own cities.
Business customers for Google Fiber and Chattanooga do pay higher prices for Gigabit service.
Here is a summary of the services available in each of these cities:

Google Fiber
Residential Gbps service
Residential Gbps service plus TV
Business Gpbs service
Chattanooga EPB
Residential Gbps service
Residential 100 Mbps service
Business Gpbs service

Monthly
Fee
$ 70.00
$ 120.00
$ 100.00
Monthly
Fee
$ 70.00
$ 57.99
$ 299.99

Given these price points, NEO conducted a financial model based upon serving the Steamboat
Springs area with FTTH/FTTB, using the Chattanooga pricing model. We used a 10% interest
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rate, 40% take rate percentage for the first year with an incremental take rate of 5% each year for
four years after that. All customers took the Gbps service offering.
Targeted pricing for businesses and anchor institutions would be $300 per month. Residential
pricing is targeted at $70 per month for Gigabit Internet.
After the initial take rate of 40%, it is assumed that the capital costs required to add additional
customers is $1,550 per new business and anchor institution customers and $1,050 for residential
customers. This cost includes the drop cable from the backbone or distribution network, the
utility box with the electronic equipment to “light” the fiber and the labor to install the drop cable,
splice the fiber and install the electronic equipment.
Fiber optic networks are typically depreciated over a 20-year flat depreciation schedule.
Equipment is usually depreciated over a 5-year depreciation schedule. These assumptions were
applied in the financial models. It was assumed that a vehicle expense of $60,000 was incurred
for every technician.

Financial Results for the Service Provider, FTTH/FTTB
Below are the financial results. The conclusion is that there is a viable financial model for a service
provider to build FTTH/FTTB. NEO recommends that Routt County uses these models to attract
a service provider partner to build FTTH in Steamboat Springs and FTTB throughout Routt
County.
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Income Statement

FTTH Steamboat Springs, FTTB Routt County
2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Year 4

Year 5

Forecast Project Period
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Revenues
Service Revenues
Total Anchor

$

23,800 $

186,600 $

370,600 $

427,600 $

427,600

Total Residential, Build 1

$

2,625,000 $

4,528,100 $

5,053,200 $

5,578,100 $

5,775,200

Total Residential, Build 2

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

Total Residential, Build 3

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

Total Residential, Build 4

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

Total Businesses

$

4,275,000 $

7,374,400 $

8,229,400 $

9,084,400 $

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

$

6,923,800 $

Tap Fee or Installation Fee - Residential
(one time)
Tap Fee or Installation Fee - Business (one
time)
Total Revenues

$
Uncollectable Revenues

-

$

12,089,100 $
-

$

13,653,200 $
-

$

15,090,100 $
-

$

$

(69,238) $

(120,891) $

(136,532) $

(150,901) $

SubTotal Revenues $

6,854,562 $

11,968,209 $

13,516,668 $

14,939,199 $

Revenue Inflation

$
Total Revenues $

Expenses
Cost of Backhaul Initially

$

Cost of Additional Backhaul per Gbps

$

-

$

6,854,562 $
-

$

93,293 $

-

$

-

$

-

$

9,405,200
15,608,000
(156,080)
15,451,920
-

11,968,209 $

13,516,668 $

14,939,199 $

15,451,920

180,000 $

180,000 $

180,000 $

180,000

-

$

118,041 $

129,685 $

129,685

Annual Growth/Reduction Rate of Cost/Mbps $

-

$

(18,000) $

(29,804) $

(30,969) $

(30,969)

Software Maintenance

$

-

$

20,000 $

20,000 $

20,000 $

20,000

Utilities, Power & Environmental

$

10,000 $

10,000 $

10,000 $

10,000 $

10,000

Pole Rent

$

17,331 $

17,331 $

17,331 $

17,331 $

17,331

Facilities Rent

$

24,000 $

24,000 $

24,000 $

24,000 $

24,000

Maintenance materials

$

2,680 $

2,680 $

2,680 $

2,680 $

2,680

Vehicle repairs/fuel

$

52,622 $

26,938 $

27,309 $

27,577 $

23,803
48,032

Network Technicians, Service Calls Salaries $

34,553 $

39,195 $

43,719 $

48,032 $

Network Technicians, Installations Salaries

$

287,940 $

38,688 $

37,698 $

35,938 $

Maintenance Technicians Salaries

$

223,333 $

223,333 $

223,333 $

223,333 $

223,333

Network Technician Supervisors

$

125,290 $

64,137 $

65,021 $

65,659 $

56,675

Salary, Administrator

$

90,000 $

90,000 $

90,000 $

90,000 $

90,000

Payroll Taxes and Benefits

$

290,746 $

173,945 $

175,632 $

176,851 $

159,691

Outsourcing Network Maintenance

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

O&M Fees from IRUs

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

Sales Churn, percent of Total Revenue

$

138,476 $

241,782 $

273,064 $

301,802 $

312,160

Marketing and Sales Expense, percent of Total$ Revenue207,714 $

362,673 $

409,596 $

452,703 $

468,240

39,195 $

43,719 $

48,032 $

48,032

Customer Care

$
0 $

34,553 $
-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

-

-

Total Expenses $

1,632,530 $

1,535,897 $

1,731,339 $

1,822,653 $

1,782,693

EBITDA $

5,222,032 $

10,432,312 $

11,785,329 $

13,116,546 $

13,669,227
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2016

2017

Year 1

Year 2

2018

2019

2020

Year 4

Year 5

Forecast Project Period
Year 3

Depreciation

$

1,998,715 $

2,243,291 $

2,480,767 $

2,705,339 $

2,722,342

Amortization

$

- $

- $

- $

- $

-

Earnings Before Interest and Taxes $

3,223,317 $

8,189,021 $

9,304,563 $

10,411,207 $

10,946,886

Interest Expense - New Debt

$

3,989,992 $

3,966,709 $

3,940,988 $

3,912,573 $

3,881,184

Interest Expense - Existing Debt

$

- $

- $

- $

- $

-

Interest Expense - Other

$

- $

- $

- $

- $

-

Income Before Taxes $

(766,675) $

4,222,312 $

5,363,575 $

6,498,633 $

7,065,702

Property Tax

$

- $

- $

- $

- $

-

Income Taxes

$

- $

- $

- $

- $

-

Net Income $

(766,675) $

4,222,312 $

5,363,575 $

6,498,633 $

7,065,702

Cash flows are positive each year.
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1. Debt service constant on outstanding debt; target over 200% after Year 5.

OPERATIONS
Net Ca s h Fl ow from Opera tions
Debt Service
Interes t
Pri nci pa l Pa yment
Addi tiona l Pri nci pa l Pa yment
Net Cash Flow
Cumul a tive Ca s h Fl ow

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

YEAR
1

YEAR
2

YEAR
3

YEAR
4

YEAR
5

YEAR
6

YEAR
7

YEAR
8

YEAR
9

YEAR
10

$

5,222,032

$ 10,432,312

$

11,785,329

$

13,116,546

$

13,669,227

$

13,668,945

$
$

3,989,992
204,656

$
$

3,966,709
245,635

$

1,027,384

$

6,219,968

$
$
$
$

3,940,988
271,356
7,572,986

$
$
$
$

3,912,573
299,770
8,904,202

$
$
$
$

3,881,184
331,160
9,456,884

$
$
$
$

3,846,507
365,837
9,456,602

$

1,027,384

$

7,247,352

$

14,820,337

$

23,724,540

$

33,181,424

$

Debt Service Constant on Outstanding
Debt

Interes t Ra te

241%

265%

287%

$ 13,668,945

$

13,668,945

$

13,668,945

$

13,668,945

$
$
$
$

3,808,199
404,145
9,456,602

$
$
$
$

3,765,880
446,464
9,456,602

$
$
$
$

3,719,129
493,215
9,456,602

$
$
$
$

3,667,483
544,861
9,456,602

42,638,026

$ 52,094,627

$

61,551,229

$

71,007,831

$

80,464,433

299%

300%

299%

10.0%

Debt service constant on outstanding debt is greater than 200% after year five.
2. Cumulative cash flows over 10 years greater than the debt service

OPERATIONS
Net Ca s h Fl ow from Opera tions
Cumul a tive Ca s h Fl ow from
Opera tions

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

YEAR
1

YEAR
2

YEAR
3

YEAR
4

YEAR
5

YEAR
6

YEAR
7

YEAR
8

YEAR
9

YEAR
10

$

5,222,032

$ 10,432,312

$

11,785,329

$

13,116,546

$

13,669,227

$

13,668,945

$ 13,668,945

$

13,668,945

$

13,668,945

$

13,668,945

$

5,222,032

$ 15,654,343

$

27,439,673

$

40,556,219

$

54,225,446

$

67,894,391

$ 81,563,337

$

95,232,282

$

108,901,228

$

122,570,173

$
0% $

39,974,293
-

$
$

1,511,499
-

$
$

1,479,972
-

$
$

1,418,329
-

$
$

340,047
-

$
$

340,047
-

$
$

340,047
-

$
$

340,047
-

$
$

340,047
-

$
$

340,047
-

$
$

39,974,293
204,656

$
$

1,511,499
245,635

$
$

1,479,972
271,356

$
$

1,418,329
299,770

$
$

340,047
331,160

$
$

340,047
365,837

$
$

340,047
404,145

$
$

340,047
446,464

$
$

340,047
493,215

$
$

340,047
544,861

$
$

39,769,637
3,989,992

$ 41,035,502
$ 3,966,709

$
$

42,244,118
3,940,988

$
$

43,362,676
3,912,573

$
$

43,371,563
3,881,184

$
$

43,345,774
3,846,507

$ 43,281,676
$ 3,808,199

$
$

43,175,260
3,765,880

$
$

43,022,092
3,719,129

$
$

42,817,279
4,281,728

CAPITAL EXPENDITURES
Ca pi tal Expendi tures
EQUITY
Debt Service
Requi red Dra ws
Pri nci pa l Pa yments
Total Outs tandi ng Debt
Interes t

Cumulative cash flows are greater than debt in year 10.
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3. Positive EBITDA?

EBITDA
Les s Interes t Expens e
Les s Pri nci pa l Pa yment
Ea rni ng a fter Interes t Expens e

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

YEAR
1

YEAR
2

YEAR
3

YEAR
4

YEAR
5

YEAR
6

YEAR
7

YEAR
8

YEAR
9

YEAR
10

$
$

5,222,032
3,989,992

$ 10,432,312
$ 3,966,709

$
$

11,785,329
3,940,988

$
$

13,116,546
3,912,573

$
$

13,669,227
3,881,184

$
$

13,668,945
3,846,507

$

1,232,040

$

$

7,844,341

$

9,203,973

$

9,788,044

$

9,822,439

6,465,603

$ 13,668,945
$ 3,808,199

$
$

13,668,945
3,765,880

$
$

13,668,945
3,719,129

$
$

13,668,945
4,281,728

$

$

9,903,066

$

9,949,816

$

9,387,217

9,860,747

EBITDA is positive. Earnings after Principal and Interest are positive.
4. Positive IRR
RETURN ON INVESTMENT

2016

Ca s h Fl ow fromOpera ti ons
Ca pi ta l Expendi tures
Net Ca s h Fl ow
IRR
MIRR

$
$
$

2017

YEAR
YEAR
1
2
5,222,032 $ 10,432,312
39,974,293 $ 1,511,499
(34,752,261) $ 8,920,812
30%
16%

$
$
$

Finance Rate

IRR is 30%; the terminal value is $76.145 Million.
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2018

2019

2020

2021

YEAR
3
11,785,329
1,479,972
10,305,358

YEAR
4
13,116,546
1,418,329
11,698,217

YEAR
5
13,669,227
340,047
13,329,180

YEAR
6
13,668,945
340,047
13,328,898

5%

$
$
$

Reinvestment Rate

$
$
$

$
$
$

5%

2022
YEAR
7
$ 13,668,945
$
340,047
$ 13,328,898

$
$
$

2023

2024

2025

YEAR
8
13,668,945
340,047
13,328,898

YEAR
9
13,668,945
340,047
13,328,898

YEAR
10
13,668,945
340,047
13,328,898

Terminal Value
Capitalization Rate

$
$
$

$
$
$
$

76,145,797
10%
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8. Conclusions and Next Steps
In summary, we recommend the next steps to expand the existing NCB network, and create more
abundant, redundant and affordable broadband for Routt County:


Implement broadband-friendly policies and ordinances to help reduce the cost of
broadband expansion. Enter into joint-build and joint-trench agreements with all of the
service providers, utility providers and others to share in the costs of capital projects.



Expand the existing anchor network from 17 to 132 anchor institutions leveraging grant
funding. Building fiber to the anchor institutions allows for the ability to offer 1 Gbps
service to the anchor institutions. However, and more importantly, building fiber to the
anchor institutions allows Routt County to leverage several grants to fund the builds. For
example, the Rural Healthcare Fund grant and the E-rate Program for schools will provide
funding to pay for 65% of the capital costs for the middle mile portion of the build – the
most expensive part in building to the other communities within the County.
Additionally, building fiber to the anchor institutions by leveraging grant funding gives
needed fiber connectivity to the smaller communities within the County. By building to
the anchor institutions, Hayden, Craig, Oak Creek, Phippsburg and Yampa communities
become connected with fiber. Once fiber is built to these communities, wireless access
points may be installed at the anchor institutions in each of these communities. Wireless
bandwidth is enhanced when it is fed with fiber. Wireless broadband could then be used
to further expand and enhance broadband services to homes and businesses in these
communities.
Building fiber to each of the communities reduces the barriers for existing service
providers to offer higher broadband speeds at lower prices.



Prioritize the potential route expansions. For example, Route 3 seems to be a critical route
to serve the communities of Oak Creek, Phippsburg and Yampa.



Meet with WAPA to determine whether using their existing fiber through an IRU is
available for serving Oak Creek, Phippsburg and Yampa. If needed, pull in other
municipalities that have the same interests with WAPA (Region 10, Town of Estes Park,
Gunnison County, and the City of Montrose). Power companies that have a relationship
with WAPA may also facilitate this process and could be invited to join this meeting (Tri73
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State, YVEA, Oak Creek Electric). Leverage the groundwork that has already been
established with Ken Fellman of Kissinger & Fellman.


Meet with EAGLE-Net and with Mammoth Networks to determine whether using their
existing fiber through an IRU is available between Steamboat and Hayden.



Apply for E-rate Funding and Rural Healthcare Funding grant programs to pay for 65%
of the cost of some of the anchor institution routes. Leverage DOLA funding to pay for
much of the remaining portions of these builds.



Issue an Invitation to Bid or Invitation to Negotiate and enter into a Public-Private
Partnership to accomplish the following:
o

Change the revenue model for NCB. As noted within this deliverable, NCB has
an opportunity to develop a sustainable revenue model and more competitive
pricing than currently offered. The targeted pricing should be dramatically
changed to make abundant broadband more affordable.

o

Provide operations and maintenance functions for NCB.

o

Partner with the private sector to further expand last mile solutions. Last mile
services may be either wireless or fiber, but again, having fiber to these
communities and having a robust middle-mile network in place, reduces the costs
for service providers to serve the entire County. The strategic investments of
building middle-mile facilities may provide an incentive for service providers to
build out more abundant last mile broadband services.

o

Ask the service providers to list where their tower locations or wireless access
points are located, offering to collaborate on a joint build to these facilities to offer
better and more abundant wireless broadband to the entire County.

o

Offer to partner and collaborate with the private sector to share in and reduce the
capital costs of creating redundancy and expanding services. The Invitation to Bid
could suggest that NCB will built fiber between the communities and to the anchor
institutions with the availability for service providers to place additional wireless
access points at anchor institutions or to allow service providers to use NCB’s fiber
to extend their networks further into the communities.



Share the asset inventory with the other providers, asking them to utilize other existing
fiber and conduit to address their redundancy in and out of Routt County.



Make tower space available to all service providers at an affordable price.
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All of these strategies could be implemented at the same time; there is no required sequence to
them. Issuing an Invitation to Negotiate a Public Private Partnership could be done immediately
to begin the conversation of working in collaboration with the private sector to improve
broadband services within the County.
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Attachment A: Survey and Speed Test Results
NEO Fiber put together two surveys to receive input from the community in regards to
broadband needs for Routt County. The first survey was designed and distributed to residential
users and the second was distributed to businesses and anchor institutions within Routt County.
145 survey responses were received for the survey targeting the residential users. 22 responses
were received for the business and anchor institution survey.
When asked if respondents would be interested in accessing a faster, more reliable
broadband network, 94% said, “Yes.”
The survey provided instructions to respondents to take an actual Internet speed test. The lowest
speeds recorded were .33 Mbps download and .17 Mbps upload. The highest speeds recorded
were 126 Mbps download and 12 Mbps upload.
The average speeds recorded were 23.5 Mbps download and 5.47 Mbps upload. In January of
2015, the FCC voted to change the definition of broadband by raising the minimum download
speeds from 4 Mbps to 25 Mbps. 73% of the speed tests recorded through the surveys were below
the FCC’s new definition of minimum broadband download speeds of 25 Mbps. All of the
respondents that recorded speeds greater than 25 Mbps in download speeds subscribed to
Comcast.
Considering that 73% of the speed test results do not hit the FCC’s definition of broadband, and
other towns, cities and communities are investing in networks that provide services that are 500
– 1000 times faster speeds than actual capacity available in Routt County, speaks to the lack of
adequate broadband services actually available. These real-world speed test results confirm the
need for more abundant broadband.
Although the survey is a randomized sample, the results of the survey strongly suggest the
following take-aways:


The recent CenturyLink outages are on the respondents’ minds. Redundancy in and out
of Routt County is the most important factor for the community. This is followed by Speed
of the Internet service and then Price.



The community wants to see faster, more abundant broadband services



The actual speed tests confirm the lack of adequate broadband services throughout the
community
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Respondents are concerned that the Broadband Plan will primarily serve the Steamboat
Springs’ residents and were concerned about addressing the rural areas within the
County.



In the application part of the survey, 72% of respondents stated that they telecommute or
work from home.



57% of the respondents have either one or two people working primarily from home,
providing insight into the need to not only serve businesses within the community, but to
also address providing abundant broadband services to homes.

Here are the results of the surveys.

Residential Survey Results
Network Technology. Most of the residents have Cable (35.4%), a wireless connection (27.78%)
or DSL (18.7%) for their Internet service at home.

Reliability. When asked about reliability of the Internet connection, close to one-half or 49.29%
of the respondents stated that the speed varies considerably and the connection regularly drops.
37.14% states that the speed of the connection varies from time to time, but the connection never
drops. 10% stated that the internet connection is very reliable and the connection never drops.
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Service Providers. The distribution of service providers aligned with the service findings. 37%
have Comcast, 23.94% have Zirkel Wireless and 23.4% have CenturyLink. It should be noted that
this does not necessarily reflect the market share of Routt County; but rather, is representative of
the respondents that took the survey.

Current Pricing. Nearly one-half of the respondents are paying between $56 - $100 per month
for Internet service. 15% of the respondents are paying over $100 for Internet service.
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The monthly costs for services shown above are sometimes inclusive of telephone service
(18.44%) or TV service (22.7%), but most often, the cost just includes Internet service (62.41%).

Upon further analysis of the responses, all of the users that are paying over $100 per month either
bundle TV and Internet service or triple-play service (bundling phone service, TV and Internet
service.) In the responses that stated their bill only included Internet service, respondents were
paying between $22 -$100 per month. Paying more for service did not equate to receiving higher
speed test results.
Bundling Services. 69.1% of the respondents stated it was NOT important to bundle TV and
phone service in one invoice with Internet services. Only 7% stated it was extremely important
to bundle service and 23% stated it was somewhat important.
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Perception of Speed. When asked to rate the speed of the Internet, many of the respondents
stated that the Internet speed was good or acceptable. Some stated it was slow or very slow. Less
than 5% of the respondents stated the speed was excellent. The primary take-away from the
results of this question is that more education could be done within the County in regards to what
is acceptable speed and perhaps what the rest of the world is experiencing in terms of speed.

Speed Test Results. The survey provided instructions to respondents to take an actual speed
test. 116 of the 145 respondents took the speed test and recorded the results. The lowest speeds
recorded were .33 Mbps download and .17 Mbps upload. The highest speeds recorded were 126
Mbps download and 12 Mbps upload.
The average speeds recorded were 23.5 Mbps download and 5.47 Mbps upload. 73% of the speed
tests recorded were below 25 Mbps in download speeds and all of the respondents that recorded
speeds greater than 25 Mbps in download speeds subscribed to Comcast.
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Time of Day Use. When asked what time of day is the Internet used the most at home,
respondents answered during the evening and during the morning.

Interest. When asked if respondents would be interested in accessing a faster, more reliable
broadband network, 95% said, “Yes.”

Perception of Growing Use or Bandwidth Demand. Respondents were asked if they use the
Internet more or less today than five years ago. Most responded that the use the Internet
significantly more than they did five years ago.
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Respondents were then asked if they think they will use the Internet more in five years than they
do today. Again, respondents thought they would use the Internet significantly more or
moderately more.
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What Matters. Respondents were asked to rank what was the most important to them in terms
of their Internet service with “1” being the most important. Respondents ranked “speed” as the
most important attribute, followed by “redundancy” and then “price.”

Devices. The survey asked which devices were used to connect to the Internet and asked to check
all the devices that apply.
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37% of the respondents stated they used a smart TV and nearly ½ (49.6%) use Streaming TV. 81%
use a smart phone.
Work from Home. 43.6% of the survey respondents have one person who works at home and
13.29% of the respondents have two people who work at home.
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School-Aged Children. 74.5% of the people taking the survey do not have school-aged children
living at their home.

According to the 2010 Census data, 19.2% of households in Routt County have children under
the age of 18 living in the home with 15% of households have school-aged children between the
ages of 5 and 18.

How is the Internet Used? The following uses of the Internet applied for survey respondents.
Browsing and online banking topped the list, and 72% of the survey takers stated, “working from
home and telecommuting.”
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Open-Ended Feedback. Below are responses to the open-ended question, “If you have any other
comments regarding your current Internet service or a community broadband service, please tell
us below.”







Our service is quite good it goes down maybe once a month for less than a day. Way
better than when we had satellite but I have little else to compare to. We do a lot of
volunteer work on the Internet from home I would like it faster and no more expensive
and never down
Our VoIP is now regularly dropped, requiring reboot of 2 routers and telephone.
Streaming videos are also consistently interrupted, especially near the end of a movie.
Neighbors with XXX are no more satisfied.
I would "cut the cable" if there was another option!
I live in Stagecoach, off the side of Oak Creek Colorado, the service out there is terrible,
despite being a rapidly growing community; XXX wouldn't even hook up my phone or
service, they told ME to go do it. Then I had to fix the grounding in the pedestal on the
side of our building because they're pretty incompetent. I just think its hilarious I had to
hook myself up or I wouldn't have even gotten interent over DSL (which works more
reliably than XXX out there from what I've seen).
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Important to have consistent and reliable service due to working from home;
inconsistency of service can be frustrating. Cell service is the same- if jump to a hot spot
when internet down, cell service can be just as unreliable
I live in rural Routt County, Stagecoach area, Internet service drops at least once each
month with two disruptions of 2 or more hours in the last 6 months. Cell phone coverage
is very poor and XXX sold me a range extender that operates over my DSL Internet service
at a 3G rate.
Really need high speed internet here other than the wireless service available.
Typical rural county road issue in North Routt where broadband isn't available off of 129
or beyond Willow Creek pass subdivision, only Sat or XXX. For most of us we aren't in
line of sight for XXX due to topography and trees and Sat is unreliable and absurdly
expensive. Lack of broadband is quite a problem for the multiple businesses and families
up here.
faster upload speeds are the main thing we are lacking, in addition to redundancy (less
downtime)
We need an alternative.
My Internet service is paid as part of my association dues. Any new service would have
to be negotiated with the Quail Run Homeowners Association.
Just glad something is being done concerning community broadband service.
Too many interruptions of service and too costly.
I live in a condo complex and some of my cable cost is included in HOA so that is the
reason my cost is cheaper than it would normally be. I had XXX for a couple of years but
it was extremely SLOW and that is why I switched to XXX. I am not a fan of XXX and
sharing broadband speed, why I think it gets slow at times.
Speed varies from time to time with occasional drops.
Cost is excessive
Gbps broadband like google fiber would be much appreciated!
Let's get this done and get the Yampa Valley and all of Routt County fully connected with
great Internet service! Thank you!
get 'er done
Century Link ran fiber optics through our community but no service available. XXX
installed on the community water tower, but not all homes can get service.
It is very frustrating when the ONLY line gets cut.
Do not make a community broadband service.
I don't feel that the choices for question 2 allow me to characterize my service. I actually
consistently get good bandwidth, but do have service interruptions every so often.
service very good too expensive
We had to invest in our own radios from a neighbor’s house who can get XXX. Finally we
are off satellite slowness. Please improve communications in south routt.
Question number 2 forces inaccurate response. I would HONESTLY say "Mostly reliable,
usually fast, but lose connection on a rare occasion." Give credit where credit is due.
We are moving next week from Stagecoach into Steamboat and am surprised our DSL
speed options actually will go to 1.5Mbps from 5Mbps--how does that happen?!
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XXX is reliable but they are my only viable choice. More choices would be greatly
appreciated
We both use the Internet all day and that wasn't an option for when we use it the most.
A more competitive price would be wonderful.
In truth, my XXX service is very reliable (infrequent outages) and pretty fast. Cheaper
would be a plus. I do use it all day - not just at night.
To clarify question 2, speed never changes, but the connection does.
e-mail most important use
XXX has the best speed in the county for sure, but it shouldn't have to cost $75 to get it.
The problem is there are no options between 3-5 Mbps and 50 Mbps.
All of the above info is for my service at my home in Oak Creek, CO
It's about time someone brought affordable fiber optic internet service to rural Routt
county.
Outside the city of Steamboay Springs, the quality deteriorates rapidly. It is much worse
lately (for the past 2 months or more). I've been in to see XXX several times to complain
but they just assure me that it will (eventually) get better. HELP!
XXX is pretty dependable, but not very fast out here in SBII
Inadequate, slow and unreliable
I live in an area just off Hwy 40. Fiber Optic cable runs right past my house on its way
over the pass. Also I'm only about 7 miles outside of steamboat but the only service
available is XXX which seems very hard to believe. Also because of my location it is hard
to get a signal to XXX so they are unable to offer faster speeds and the price is really high
Please help us get faster internet in this valley!
Service is terrible, drops all the time, whole afternoon outages. Some days almost
impossible to get telecommuting work done- its killing us!!
There is no non-satellite internet service is available north of the Willow Creek subdivision
in North Routt. There are 100's of people up here who need a solid, reliable, affordable
internet connection. When I last asked XXX about the possibility of future service, they
stated they had "no plans" to move land-line internet further north. Monthly satellite
internet costs over $120/mo & $10/GB for every 1GB over 25GB/mo up here. (1 movie is
about 1GB) The speed & service is unreliable. A slightly slower speed (you can't tell any
difference, it actually seems faster) with better reliability costs $25/mo. with no data cap
in Grand Junction, CO.
We want to be able to stream videos and music, but can't because it is too slow
The slow connection speed resulted in the inability for me to take online classes. The
videos associated with the courses would not stream because the connection was too slow.
XXX sucks. Their reliability sucks, customer service sucks even more.
Living 12 miles out of town I would hope that community includes the rural areas.
Current available service is adequate but not reliable.
Both XXX and XXX suck but in different ways).
while we use it most in the evening - having reliable service is our most important factor
Connectivity in this valley is a joke compared to large metropolitan areas. Speeds and
service are inconsistent at best. Really cold weather-slow speeds, really wet weather-slow
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speeds, Busy weekends with many tourists-slow speeds. It's like living on the edge of
third world internet access. We can never have enough redundancy and speed. It would
be nice to have more choice as well. XXX has a monopoly in this town and really stinks at
customer service. But hey, it's Steamboat, it's all good man, no worries, we're just livin'
the dream, what are you worried about? You should be thankful you have internet at all
man...
I'm sorry I cannot do the test because I am at work
Current internet service provided by XXX sucks. It is slow and unreliable. But from
where I live in Stagecoach, there few other competitive options. Not good for a LNB
employee.
Our internet is terrible, but living where we do we have very limited options within our
price range.
I live in an area that does not receive XXX, so I am stuck with XXX. We need fiber optic
to serve my neighborhood, Whitewood. Look at my speed test; it is pathetic.
Help!!!
Broadband service is a public utility in todays world and should be treated accordingly.
Too many people on system all day and night. I pay for 6mbps and am constantly seeing
signal of 1 to 3 download and the same for down load. current system not acceptable for
the price.
We have been told the ability to get faster internet connections partially depends on the
building and its infrastructure for distributing broadband service. We would like to have
some solutions presented that take that limitation out of the equation. You can have the
fastest solution for the community but if each individual building site has limiting
infrastructure there really is no benefit for individual users. Of course, the hospital and
business can control for this by upgrading wiring etc, but what do we do when we are
limited to the "old wiring" in our condos?
I moved to Steamboat from Conifer CO. My speed was between 16 to 20 mbps. It's a lot
slower now.
The companies that provide service to our area cherry pick where they have the largest
concentration of people which leaves a large part of our county without a choice.
XXX is usually quick ping wise but lacks bandwidth, but that might be the plan I'm on I
haven't tried their more expensive ones. I live in Yampa so I can't expect too much but
would like to have some options.
My current provider uses a "fair access policy" to restrict me, meaning too much usage,
including browsing, causes them to severely slow down my service to the point that it is
totally unusable for the remainder of the billing period, which means I have no internet.
Options are to go with another satellite service with "fair access policies" that offer "bonus"
gb that I would have to pay for and can only be used between 2 & 4 a.m. We need better
options. I was even hesitant to fill out this survey as it could take up too much internet
and might cause me to be restricted.
Please help South Routt get up to speed!
Since our satellite internet connection is so unreliable and both my husband and I work
from home, we also pay extra to XXX for a high data package so that we can use a wifi
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device & our phone's hot spot to connect to the internet. Thankfully XXX put in a cell
tower last year otherwise the satellite internet service alone would not have be sufficient
for husband's work. XXX is unavailable to us as we are not line of sight. I often work in
town where my connection is better.
Sites stop working. Slow interface
Once again "Routt County" seems to mean Steamboat Springs! Steamboatians are the only
ones that Routt County cares about. Probably because the politicians' OWNERS live there.
Live in Hahns Peak and will not purchase internet until they have an unlimited plan
available for our area.
There is no service available for us where we live. Would like to see it available soon. We
live 3/10 of a mile off 131 between Oak Creek and Steamboat. Thanks.

Business and Anchor Institution Survey Results
Network Technology. Currently 41% of the business respondents use cable modem, followed
by 23% using wireless, then DSL and T1 service.
One of the respondents
stated it had a fiber optic
connection.
As noted in the previous
section, a description and
comparison between DSL,
Cable, Wireless and Fiber to
the Home (FTTH) will be
provided within the final
report from NEO Fiber.

Reliability.
When asked
about reliability of the Internet connection, 50% stated the speed varies considerably and the
connection regularly drops. 36.36 stated the speed varies from time to time, but the connection
never drops.
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Service Providers. 47.62% of the respondents have Comcast, 28.57% have CenturyLink and
28.57% have Zirkel Wireless. This is not necessarily representative of market share within Routt
County, but rather is a small sample based upon the respondents’ answers.

Current Pricing. The range of what is currently being spent for Internet services varies for
business users; most are paying between $100 - $250, followed by between $50 - $100.
Many of the respondents stated that their costs included voice or phone service as well as Internet
service. For those that were spending between $100 - $250 per month for Internet services alone,
the speed test results ranged from .95 Mbps to 61 Mbps. Upload speeds in this price range for
Internet services alone ranged from .28 Mbps to 11 Mbps.
The business that responded that there was a fiber connection to the business is paying more than
$1,000 per month for Internet service alone, and the speed test results were 57 Mbps download
and 23 Mbps upload.
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Perception of Speed. When asked to rate the speed of the Internet, 77.27% of the business
respondents stated it would be better if the Internet were faster, but the business can still do what
it needs. 9.09% stated it is not fast enough to do what the business needs.

Speed Test Results. The survey provided instructions to respondents to take an actual speed
test. The average speeds recorded were 21.68 Mbps download and 5.27 Mbps upload. 79% of
the respondent’s test results were below 25 Mbps download. 4 of the respondents or 21% had
test results over 25 Mbps download.
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Interest. When asked if respondents would be interested in accessing a faster, more reliable
broadband network, 94 % said, “Yes.”

Why Haven’t you Subscribed to Faster Internet? When asked, “What are the main reasons your
business doesn't subscribe to a faster Internet service?” respondents primarily responded that
faster Internet service is not available, followed by the monthly bill for faster Internet service
would be too expensive.
Other concerns from the respondents were, “The business would be required to sign a contract
to get faster Internet service,” and “The business would have to purchase or lease equipment to
get faster Internet service.”
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Would you Subscribe? When asked if the business would subscribe to Gigabit service if it was
available, 38% stated either very likely and 28% stated most likely.
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Faster Internet Speed Impact. Businesses were asked if faster Internet speed was available, how
the business would be impacted. Businesses were asked to check all that applied. Here were the
results:

Highest scores were, “Conducting more business,” and “More videoconferencing,” and “More
webinars or online training.”
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Considered Moving? When asked, “I am considering moving my business outside of the Routt
County area because I cannot get Internet that is fast enough to support my business,” there were
two respondents that said, “Yes, I have considered moving my business.” The bulk of the
respondents (71.43%) stated they were staying put but wish for faster Internet.

What Matters. Respondents were asked to rank what was the most important to them in terms
of their Internet service with “1” being the most important. Similar to the residential survey,
business respondents ranked “redundancy” as the most important attribute, followed by “speed”
and then “price.”
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Open-Ended Feedback. Below are responses to the open-ended question, “If you have any other
comments regarding your current Internet service or a community broadband service, please tell
us below.” Note to the Broadband Committee: Include all of the responses? Take out service
provider names?












We provide 24-7 phone and internet reservation services. When XXX causes our phones
to go down, or our internet is down - we are not able to provide the service we advertise
which is very disappointing and frustrating, especially as it is completely out of our
control.
I can survive a short term outage on RARE occasion, but the speed and data caps I live
with has very negatively altered the way I work and the joy I get from my job.
My connection has proven to be plenty fast; however, the lack of redundancy and
occasional outages are a nuisance
We rely so much on internet that redundancy is becoming the number 1 priority
Bandwidth and reliability are the key factors that are required. Most cost effective is a
given as we must continually reduce overhead.
the redundancy is a joke here. We have two providers and neither are adequate. If a fiber
is cut, the entire network is down and we lose business
Outages and slow downs are causing us to lose money & productivity. Fast, reliable
internet is an absolute MUST for doing business and the current choices are all pretty bad.
Had to switch from XXX to XXX because XXX did not service my new location on 13th
Street.
when it drops out it is catastrophic for us. Seems to happen 2 times per year
I have contracted XXX to activate a 1gbps line, though that just addresses speed and cost,
not redundancy
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We should have free community wifi downtown and on the mountain
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Attachment B: Benefits of Advanced Broadband
Networks and Why This Matters, Abundant Broadband
is a Necessity for Economic Vitality
The following section is taken from a white paper written by NEO Fiber. The information is
relative to Routt County in understanding the applications and trends in broadband services.
This section discusses the community benefits of advanced broadband networks and provides
the context of why building Gigabit-enabled networks are important.

Stimulate Economic Growth. Many municipalities across the country
are deploying next-generation, high-bandwidth telecommunications
networks as a means of stimulating economic growth and development.
Our world is changing; and it is doing so rapidly. Technology is impacting every part and parcel
of our lives -- from where and how we conduct work, to whether or not we thrive economically
and socially.

It has impacted the way we live, our entertainment, our culture, the way

government services are provided and accessed, the way healthcare is being delivered, and the
way we educate our children and provide education to better improve our workforce. With the
introduction and accelerated advancement of technologies, having access to affordable,
redundant and abundant broadband is quickly becoming the most critical infrastructure of our
time, just like electricity and transportation were in the early 1900’s. Advanced broadband
infrastructure has the potential to create more jobs, increase the community’s competitive ability
globally, create new technologies, increase opportunities for the region’s companies, enhance
public safety, provide better and less expensive healthcare, and provide greater educational
opportunities throughout our community. In a recent meeting/webinar and report produced by
Brookings in May of this year, fiber was added as a critical infrastructure.2
Advanced broadband networks are creating seismic changes in local, state, national and global
societies, as well as markets, business and in institutions around the world. Access to social media
and the Internet has shifted governments, threatened national and local boundaries, inspired
revolutions, and has changed us culturally. The Internet and its associated technologies have
impacted wealth, work, education, government, health, public safety, and education. Having

Joseph Kane and Robert Puentes, "Beyond Shovel Ready: The Extent and Impact of U.S. Infrastructure
Jobs," Brookings Institution, (May, 2014) available at
http://www.brookings.edu/research/interactives/2014/infrastructure-jobs#/M10420
2
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equal access to advanced broadband networks bridges the digital divide and creates better
equality between the haves and the have-nots.
Like the introduction of electricity, advanced broadband networks are fundamentally changing
our world in ways that were not expected or anticipated. Much like electricity, advanced
broadband networks are the enabling technology in which all things are impacted. Electricity
was invented to turn on the lights, but empowered – literally, the transformation to an industrial
society. Advanced broadband networks are now the enabling technology to transform us yet
again, to a global technology and information society; the new Knowledge Economy. (See Captive
Audience by Susan Crawford).
Just as it was impossible to know in advance the impact that electrification would provide the
critical infrastructure to power all of our modern appliances, computers, health monitoring
systems, manufacturing facilities, computers, radio and television, and financial markets; so too,
is it impossible to predict the impact and reach of advanced broadband networks. We do not yet
know the far reaching impacts that the Internet will have on our lives and on generations to come.
However, it is certain that NOT having access to advanced broadband networks would be
equivalent to being in the dark without electricity!
The incumbent providers of phone service, Internet and cable TV services are not building bestin-class broadband networks fast enough. The model by which these services are being provided
needs to shift dramatically to enable faster deployment of advanced services, affordable
broadband and abundant capacity to support our current and future needs for bandwidth.

Speed Matters. Global network traffic has quadrupled from 2009 to
2014. Both commercial and residential Internet bandwidth consumption
are doubling every year.
Bandwidth refers to the capacity, or speed of the networks to carry traffic. The question is often
presented, “How fast is fast enough?” and “What should be the definition of broadband?” The
Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has proposed in the National Broadband Plan that
broadband be defined as 50 Mbps “downstream” (to the consumer) and 20 Mbps “upstream”
(from the consumer into the network) by 2015.3 Given the growth trends in bandwidth needs and

Federal Communications Commission, Connecting America: The National Broadband Plan (Mar. 17, 2010).
Available at http://transition.fcc.gov/national-broadband-plan/national-broadband-plan.pdf
3
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network traffic, this definition is conservative and barely meets the minimum needs for
bandwidth consumption today and certainly does not address the needs that are forthcoming.
In the early days of the Internet, text messaging, email and web sites were not data-rich or
bandwidth intensive and the average consumer did not need more than 7 Mbps of bandwidth.
When YouTube burst upon the scene in 2005, this dramatically changed things. One video
download was the equivalent of downloading 30,000 web pages. Since that time, videos and
picture-rich content have been downloaded and uploaded on a regular basis by the masses. The
applications we use on the Internet are becoming much more feature-rich and bandwidth
intensive and our existing networks cannot keep up with the demand for networks that support
these applications.
The Fiber to the Home Council (FTTH) stated its position clearly in a brief to the FCC. “Even
today, with most users still operating on last-generation broadband technologies, the capabilities
of advanced video, cloud-based services, and other bandwidth-intensive applications are
growing at a pace beyond what our existing networks are capable. Cisco and other scientific
companies talk about the network in terms of “terabytes” of capacity in the network center, or
“core.”4 According to the Cisco 2012 Zettabyte Report, businesses today routinely require
symmetrical gigabit service between their locations.”5
Also referenced in the Cisco 2012 Zettabyte Report, global Internet traffic grew 45 percent during
2009 alone and has doubled every year since then. Both commercial and residential Internet
bandwidth consumption are doubling every year, as video, cloud computing, advanced storage
solutions, telemedicine, telecommuting, video conferencing, etc., are becoming more prevalent
from end users. Applications are becoming more bandwidth intensive and as more devices –
tablets, Smartphones, computers, appliances – are being used both in the home and for business
applications. Research conducted by Cisco states by 2016, there will be nearly three Internet
Protocol or IP-connected devices per person. Internet-connected televisions, radios, set-top boxes,
Blu-ray players, Netflix, cameras and picture frames now receive or deliver movies, TV and
photos through the Internet.
According to FTTH's brief to the FCC referenced above, “the average monthly traffic in 2014 on
the Internet has been equivalent to 32 million people streaming Avatar in 3D, continuously for
the entire month.” In 2014, video downloads and uploads comprised 50 percent of all Internet
Fiber to the Home Council, “America's Petition to the Federal Communications Commission for
Rulemaking to Establish a Gigabit Communities Race-to-the-Top Program,” July 23, 2013.
5 Cisco, “The Zettabyte Era” (May 30, 2012).
4
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traffic. In the coming years, the sum of all forms of Internet Protocol (IP) video (Internet video,
video on demand, video files exchanged through file sharing, video-streamed gaming, and
videoconferencing) will reach 86 percent of the total Internet traffic. Applications supported by
cloud-based services through multiple devices have created the need for always-on connectivity
and advanced broadband network bandwidth.

Table 1, Applications and their Needed Bandwidth

While Internet bandwidth use is doubling, cellular networks are also
greatly overextended.
In addition to explosive growth in Internet consumption from homes and businesses, mobile
Internet use has also advanced dramatically. Smartphone applications are spurring higher
consumption of multimedia services. With tablet computers and smartphones having easy access
to games, e-books, TV programs, email, shopping, banking and social media sites, wireless
service providers have been scrambling to upgrade their networks.
The need for advanced broadband connectivity must include both a consideration for fiber,
connecting our businesses, offices and establishments, homes; as well as wireless and cellular,
allowing for mobile and portable access as we travel, move about and commute.
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Community Outreach and Support.

All-Fiber networks are

imperative, critical and necessary to stimulate economic development and
growth. Municipalities, communities and regions that want to impact
economic development must build 21st Century infrastructure.
Municipalities, communities and regions that have deployed all-fiber networks have already seen
the tremendous economic impact of building symmetrical gigabit networks. These communities
have fostered an environment of innovation, economic development and growth, collaboration,
and creative activities. According to a 2012 survey of economic development professionals, 60
percent said that 1 Gigabit of service had a "definite impact" on new businesses that moved to
an area (see Table 2). As having access to advanced broadband services is the number one
priority for large businesses as they are looking for commercial real estate, the communities that
have built gigabit-enabled fiber networks have already benefited economically by attracting
businesses and industries to re-locate to their communities.
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Table 1 Fiber’s direct impact on attracting new businesses to a community. 6

After Chattanooga deployed their Gigabit network, the city attracted numerous high-tech firms,
and entrepreneurs to relocate their company facilities, including Amazon, Alstom, and
Volkswagen amongst others. Several venture capital firms were established in Chattanooga after
their Fiber to the Home network was built because this fostered a business climate that was
perfect for innovation and creativity. When surveyed, 42 percent of economic development
professionals claimed that 1 Gigabit of service actually attracts new businesses to an area (see
Table 3). Since building its gigabit network, Chattanooga has created over 7,000 new jobs and
attracted billions of dollars in capital investment in a city once referred to as the “dirtiest city in
America.”7

Craig Settles, Building the Gigabit City, (e-book). Available at
http://portal.calix.com/portal/calixdocs/mktg/w/gig/Building_the_Gigabit_City.pdf
7 Chatanooga’s “GigTank” website, available at http://www.thegigcity.com/gigtank/
6
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Table 2 Broadband's impact on economic outcomes from the perspective of speed. 8

In 2012, the Chattanooga Electric Power Board (EPB) established GigTank, an applicationincubation facility. The goal of GigTank is to build applications to utilize the capabilities of
gigabit networks. According to its website, “GigTank is a startup accelerator connected to a
living, metro-wide fiber optic network. Hosted by the Company Lab, this annual program
attracts entrepreneurs from across the globe to Chattanooga, the home of America’s first widelyavailable gigabit Internet service. With Internet speeds that run 100x faster than the national
average, Chattanooga offers entrepreneurs the opportunity to innovate on the broadband
platform of the future.” This year, GigTank is focusing on three start-up tracks accelerating seed
stage startups in the additive manufacturing (3D printing), smart grid and healthcare industries
by connecting these new companies with the tools, capital and connections to go to market.
Chattanooga itself has experienced great success with its smart grid system that is running on the
city’s all-fiber network. The smart-grid system promotes energy efficiency throughout the city,

8

Settles, Building the Gigabit City.
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remotely monitoring the system’s power consumption, load balancing and power substations. It
allows the electric system to re-route around failures and downed power lines in storms and
outages, restoring services within minutes. Prior to the smart-grid system implementation,
typical outages may have lasted four to five hours and many neighborhoods may not have had
services restored until residents notified Chatanooga’s EPB of the outage. Today, with the new
smart-grid system in place over the all-fiber network, EPB can restore service in minutes. Savings
realized by better management of the city’s power system and improved operations has paid for
the cost of deploying the Fiber to the entire community system.9
Similar to Chattanooga’s GigTank program, entrepreneurs have developed gigabit-ready
applications through the US Ignite Partnership.10

US Ignite is a non-profit, public-private

organization that is supported by the White House Office of Science and Technology and the
National Science Foundation. US Ignite is focusing on creating applications in the following
disciplines of national priority:


Education and Workforce



Energy



Health



Public Safety



Transportation



Advanced Manufacturing

In addition to creating transformative applications, US Ignite connects people and resources,
coordinates test beds, provides efforts towards scalability and providing these applications to the
masses, informs the public and takes these applications to market. One cutting-edge application
being developed by researchers at the University of Massachusetts, and supported by US Ignite,
is the Collaborative Adaptive Sensing of the Atmosphere (“CASA”) program. CASA uses
predictive storm-tracking technology and “data 5 to 10 times more detailed than current radar
systems” to provide citizens with advanced notification of severe weather events.

These

applications, as well as all of the other applications developed by US Ignite, are only possible
with having access to a minimum of 100 Mbps of bandwidth. US Ignite is participating with
municipalities and communities that have built out fiber networks and are offering this type of
bandwidth to their constituents.

Mike Smalley, "Broadband and the Smart Grid," (2008) available at
http://www.carinatek.com/PDFs/BBP_AugSep08_SmartGrid.pdf
10 US Ignite, available at https://us-ignite.org/about/what-is-us-ignite/
9
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Kansas City offers another example. When Google issued a Request for Proposal for the “Think
Big with a Gig” program to host gigabit test-beds and have Google build within their city, over
one thousand communities across the country submitted applications.11 Google selected the bistate Kansas City metropolitan region. Kansas City has already seen an uptake in new high-tech
start-ups due mostly to Google’s FTTH efforts. Through Homes for Hackers and the Kansas City
Startup Village, entrepreneurs have built a community of innovators enticed by the possibilities
presented by the Google Fiber network.12 A prominent venture capitalist has even purchased a
home in a Kansas City “fiberhood” to allow entrepreneurs to live for free in Kansas City and
build gigabit-ready applications. High-tech companies recognize the benefits of these networks
and are willing to relocate just to have access to them.
Since Google’s roll-out of gigabit services in Kansas City, it has made plans to build Fiber to the
Home in Austin and has recently purchased an existing system in Provo, Utah. Google last year
announced plans to build FTTH in 34 municipalities across the country upon cooperation and
attainment of a checklist put out by Google.
Other communities that have built fiber networks have shown economic growth by attracting
manufacturing, high-tech and technology companies in large part because of their investment in
all-fiber networks. These include:
Municipal FTTH

New Companies, due in part, to

Networks

All Fiber Infrastructure

Auburn, IN

Cooper Tire Expansion

Bristol, TN

Media General

Bristol, VA

Northup Grumman
CGI

Chelan County,
WA

Yahoo

Douglas County,
WA

Sabey Corporation

Grant County, WA

MSN (Microsoft)
Ask Jeeves
Intuit

Independence, OR

Metal fabrication companies

Topeka, Kansas, even changed their name to Google in hopes of being selected as the test-bed.
Kansas City Startup Village, available at http://www.kcstartupvillage.org; and Homes for Hackers,
available at http://homesforhackers.com.
11
12
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Kutztown, PA

Film production companies

LENOSIWSCO, VA

Data Centers

Mason County,
WA

Louisville Slugger
Sims
Technology companies
Online engineering firms

Morristown, TN

Cogate Palmolive
Alpine Access Virtual Call

Powell, WY

Center

These communities understand that symmetrical gigabit networks are essential for economic
development and innovation.

Telecommuting Opportunities
The number of people working from home or telecommuting has increased enormously in the
past few years and will increase exponentially in the future. According to a study conducted by
the Global Workplace Analytics13, telework grew nearly 80% from 2005 to 2012. In 2010, based
on its own limited survey, WorldatWork estimated that 16 million employees worked at home at
least one day a month, a number that increased almost 62% between 2005 and 2010. Extrapolating
from 2010 to 2014 would put the current number of those who telecommute at least one day a
month at approximately 25 million.
According to the study, in twenty-five percent of the nation’s 20 largest metro areas, more people
now telecommute than use public transportation as their principal means of transportation to
work. More importantly, according to Global Workplace Analytics, the estimated based upon the
current labor force composition is that 64 million U.S. employees hold a job that is compatible
with at least part-time telework (50% of the total workforce). 79% of U.S. workers say they would
like to work from home at least part of the time (WorldatWork Telework Trendlines 2009) and
87% of federal employees say they want to work from home (2013 Federal Viewpoint Survey).
There are significant economic benefits from telecommuting and working from home. According
to the Global Workplace Analytics website, “If those with compatible jobs and a desire to work
from home did so just half the time (roughly the national average for those who do so regularly)
Global Workplace Analytics Recent Statistics on Telecommuting available at
http://www.globalworkplaceanalytics.com/telecommuting-statistics
13
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the national savings would total over $700 Billion a year.” Other data points from the website
are:
o

A typical business would save $11,000 per person per year

o

The telecommuters would save between $2,000 and $7,000 a year

o

The oil savings would equate to over 37% of our Persian Gulf imports

o

The greenhouse gas reduction would be the equivalent of taking the entire New
York State workforce permanently off the road.

o

The Congressional Budget Office’s estimate of the entire five-year cost of
implementing telework throughout government ($30 million) is less than a third
of the cost of lost productivity from a single day shut-down of federal offices in
Washington DC due to snow ($100 million).

According to the Aspen Institute’s Communications and Society Program’s recent publication,
“The Future of Work”, (2011) work is no longer confined to a specific time and place. Open
systems, open platforms, shared folders and databases, “crowdsourcing,” and collaboration
between employees, contractors, vendors and suppliers happens “in the cloud” facilitating the
ability to work anywhere there is a high-speed Internet connection, at any time.14
Providing the ability for people to work from home or from Internet meeting rooms – i.e. the local
coffee shops, libraries, community centers, co-working spaces, incubator locations or virtual
offices -- requires access to advanced broadband services. The benefits and cost savings of
telecommuting can only be realized when workers have access to abundant broadband. If work
is portable, people will choose communities that are rich in culture, art, entertainment, recreation,
educational opportunities for kids and adults and are affordable. Work is no longer tied to place.
Communities need to change to attract and maintain this new portable workforce.

Every “Thing” will be Connected to the Internet: Medical Devices,
Health Monitoring Systems, Our Cars, Our Clothes, Household Systems,
Appliances, Energy Controls – the “Internet of Things.”
Every good thing out there is connected to the Internet; the new “Internet of Things.” These
things include household systems that monitor security systems, locks, energy use, temperature,
and water control. It includes appliances that call automatically for maintenance; make shopping
David Bollier, “The Future of Work, What it Means for Individuals, Markets, and Governments,” Aspen
Institute’s Communications and Society Publication, (2011).
14
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lists, schedule events, order parts, and schedule repair -- all without the need for human
intervention or oversight.
The Internet of Things includes medical devices that monitor our health, detect and alarm us
when medical issues are present, clothes that detect glucose levels or heart conditions, and hats
that monitor our brain activity. Cars are now connected to the Internet, monitoring the car’s
status and performance, notifying drivers of traffic delays, alternative routes, hazardous
conditions and mechanical issues. Soon cars will drive themselves. Internet-connected cars will
provide anti-collision technology, automatically braking and steering clear of accidents or
potential accidents. Our coming and going, our location, customer information and applications
will all be collected, stored and monitored. Some of this sounds a bit uncomfortable; however,
the reality of all of this is here. Devices are all Internet-enabled. Although we as individuals will
need to determine how far and how much data we want to have shared and collected, it is clear
that the Internet of Things is only enabled with advanced broadband capacity.

Affordable Healthcare: The growing Baby Boomer population and the
implementation of the Patient Protection & Affordable Care Act will
create new challenges for our healthcare system.
The baby boomers are getting older; the largest portion of our population is aging. Concerns of
increased healthcare costs with our aging society will need to be curbed by providing better,
smarter, more cost-effective healthcare. Implementation of the Patient Protection and Affordable
Care Act is placing new demands on the medical industry to become more efficient, cost effective
and nimble, demanding that physicians interact with more patients.
Telemedicine is the use of information technology including the telephone, the Internet and
personal computers, for diagnosing, treating and monitoring patients. Telemedicine is adding a
new dimension to modern health care. These advances are not only making care more accessible
and convenient, they are lowering the costs of medical care, while not sacrificing the quality of
care, and in many studies, improving the quality of care. Physicians can consult with more
patients, and patients can meet with their physicians in a shorter time period. Less time is spent
checking the patient in and leading the patient to the exam room. In terms of economic
advantages, telemedicine can save a great deal of time for patients who otherwise would have to
leave work. Telemedicine can also eliminate many ER visits, which are often the most costly
means of providing healthcare services.
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According to the Wellness Councils of America (WELCOA), as many as 70 percent of primary
care visits, and 40 percent of emergency room visits to treat acute medical conditions could have
been diagnosed and prescribed medication all over the phone.15 The methodology of providing
care has not changed; however, the medium for providing care has. The physician can perform
diagnostic testing, interview the patient, check vital signs, etc. remotely using videoconferencing
and remote monitoring equipment, and the telephone or internet; instead of providing these
services in person.
The American Telemedicine Association highlights various reports on the efficacy, cost savings,
improved healthcare and patient benefits of telemedicine.16 One report highlights the experience
of UPMC Health Plan, an integrated delivery and financing system headquartered in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, in its efforts to support primary care practices as they converted to patient-centered
medical homes. From 2008 through 2010, sites participating in the UPMC pilot achieved lower
medical and pharmacy costs; more efficient service delivery, such as lower hospital admissions
and readmissions and less use of hospital emergency departments; and a 160 percent return on
the plan’s investment when compared with nonparticipating sites.
Presbyterian Healthcare Services based in Albuquerque, New Mexico, adapted the Hospital at
Home® model developed by the Johns Hopkins University Schools of Medicine and Public
Health to provide acute hospital–level care within patients’ homes. In this program, patients
show comparable or better clinical outcomes compared with similar inpatients, and they show
higher satisfaction levels. Available to Medicare Advantage and Medicaid patients with common
acute care diagnoses, this program achieved savings of 19 percent over costs for similar
inpatients. These savings were predominantly derived from lower average length-of-stay and use
of fewer lab and diagnostic tests compared with similar patients in hospital acute care.
Additionally, patients that are participating in a home health program or telemedicine program
experience higher satisfaction as they receive more personal one-on-one care, without taking time
from work to travel to a medical clinic and wait for their appointment with the doctor. The source
of satisfaction for most patients is the ability to see a specialist trained in the area most closely
related to the patient’s condition, the feeling of getting personalized care from a provider who
has the patient’s interest in mind, and the ability to communicate with the provider in a very
personal and intimate manner over the telecommunications technologies.

Wellness Council of America, "Collecting Data to Drive Health Efforts," available at
https://www.welcoa.org/resources/collecting-data-drive-health-efforts-classic-edition/
16 American Telemedicine Association, numerous case studies available at
http://www.americantelemed.org/about-telemedicine/telemedicine-case-studies
15
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With the Internet of Things for Medical Devices, it is now possible to remotely monitor a patient’s
health with the use sensors, detectors, actuators and the Internet. Medical remote monitoring
devices are connected to the Internet where a patient’s vital statistics get transmitted via a
gateway onto secure cloud-based platforms where the data is collected, stored, monitored and
analyzed. These devices can monitor and alert physicians or loved ones if a patient’s vitals fall
outside a healthy range. Scanners can monitor inventory levels for pharmaceuticals before a
medication runs out and order supplies and inventory ensuring that hospitals and clinics have
the needed supplies.
Other medical applications enabled with advanced broadband include medical training and
consultation with other physicians and providers, electronic health records, and the ability to login and read patient charts, MRIs and X-rays.

Education and Distance Learning: Our workforce must continue to
evolve through workforce training and education. The manner in which
we provide education to our kids and to adults is changing, requiring us
to access information and education through distance learning and reverse
classroom experiences.
The concept of working for a single company or within a single industry for thirty years until
retirement is no longer an economic reality. Workers will change careers an average of seven
times during their lifetime. Workers cannot expect to enjoy a “steady job” with a lifelong
employer, nor expect that employer to provide the training and skills needed as the work
changes. Workers will require on-going training, education and mentorship. Many of these
resources for further education and mentoring are now mostly available on-line and virtual.
Educational institutions, workforce training, universities, and corporations must provide
education when people can use it, rather than at a specific place and time, working around
lifestyle, schedules and work/home priorities and pressures.
Homework assignments, testing and accessing educational videos are all on-line.

The

methodology by which education is happening is changing. Schools are providing the reverse
classroom, or flip education; a concept that includes providing a video of the lesson online.
Students download the lesson remotely while at home, watch the lecture, can pause, reflect,
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rewind and watch again. The classroom time is then used for more in-depth study, homework,
questions and interaction between the students and teachers.

Public Safety: Our first responders need reliable, ubiquitous coverage,
higher standards than what our commercial networks currently have,
interoperability between networks and priority access to information and
databases.
Emergency response teams have unique needs and higher standards for broadband and
communications. Our first responders need networks that are reliable, always on, secure, provide
ubiquitous coverage, interoperability between network and priority access to information and
databases. Their devices need to be small, lightweight, versatile and autonomous, wearable and
portable. The devices need to be capable of sensing the environment, of tracing and tracking
resources and able to convey a wealth of information to other responders, civil protection
authorities and to crisis management centers. Sensor-nets can provide for situational awareness
for disasters, fires, emergencies, car wrecks and other events, but these sensors require access to
high bandwidth and the current wireless networks do not currently support these applications
adequately.
Police officers are ready to trade in their handheld radios for use of their iPhones, iPads, and
Android devices while on the job. Until recently, this has created a problem for law enforcement
agencies as smartphones and tablets haven’t been able to connect to conventional Land-Mobile
Radio (LMR) networks. U.S. public safety agencies will soon be able to use the FirstNet network
that provides priority access for law enforcement, first responder and public safety agencies. This
is critical during disasters when cell phone networks can become congested, as FirstNet is a
network that will have spectrum dedicated exclusively for public safety entities.
Additionally, most devices for law enforcement include video applications – camera-equipped
police and camera-equipped cars, cameras on traffic stops and enforcement of speed sensors and
speeding tickets, and live ambulance video-links to hospitals. The existing wireless networks
cannot support the applications that are in use today. The 911 system cannot process videos from
citizens, but as we are finding during emergencies, the public is often the “eyes and ears” during
these crises as citizens are videotaping events as they happen. Having the public be able to record
events and send the information to first responders allows for better transparency, honesty and
less mistakes.
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Digital Inclusion and Civic Engagement: The Great Equalizer
between the Haves and the Have-nots.....or Not?
Broadband must be ubiquitous or it will further create a digital divide between the haves and the
have-nots. When broadband is ubiquitous it can be the great equalizer between different
economic classes.

In 2014, the International Economic Development Council asked economic

development professionals if broadband service could "encourage individual entrepreneurship
among under-served constituents," and 35 percent said that it is quite likely and 14 percent said
that they had seen it firsthand (see Table 4). Ubiquitous broadband access can help create social
equality.

However, not having advanced broadband access available to everyone can create

further inequalities of wealth and potentially can create further gaps in education, social
institutions and government resources. Broadband must be abundant, redundant and available
to everyone.

Table 3 Entrepreneurship among underserved constituents. 17

17

International Economic Development Council, "The Broadband-Driven Economy."
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Civic Engagement, Transparency, Access to Government Resources.
Advanced Broadband Networks can transform civic engagement, access to government resources
and transparency of government. All government documents, including GIS data, applications,
information on initiatives, information on financial contributions etc. are now available on-line.
Documents must be able to be in a standardized format, searchable and available where data can
be edited and used by other programs. Providing citizens access to this data provides further
transparency, community engagement, public input, and public impact on government.

Higher Home Values
Finally, statistics from the FTTH Council state that real estate developments communities that
have deployed FTTH networks have instantly improved home sales values. According to the
FTTH Council, access to fiber adds 3.1% to the value of a home and having a Gigabit available
increases home values by 7% over homes that have access to 25 Mbps or less.
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